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PREAMBLE 
This Agreement (referred to as .the 2003-2007 GE-UE 
National Agreement) which succeeds a prior agreement 
entered into as of June 16,2003 by and between the GEN-
ERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Company") and the UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO 
AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA (UE) (here-
inafter referred to as the "Union")., acting for itself and 
on behalf of its below-listed affiliated UE Locals, currently 
certified as collective bargaining representatives of Company 
employees, which ratify this Agreement as set forth here-
in and such other UE Locals as may hereafter be certified 
as collective bargaining representatives of Company employ-
ees (each referred to individually as the "Local"). 
The currently certified UE Locals and bargaining units 
covered by this Agreement are as follows: 
LOCAL NO. 
211 — 
270 — 
332 — 
334 — 
335 — 
LOCATION 
Bridgeport, CT 
E. Hartford, CT 
(GECHS) 
Fort Edward and 
Hudson Falls, NY 
Rochester, NY 
(GECHS) 
Buffalo, NY 
(GECHS) 
CLASSIFICATION 
Powerhouse 
' Service 
P&M 
Service 
Service 
0) 
LOCAL NO. 
506 — 
618 — 
707 — 
707 — 
707 — 
731 — 
751 — 
LOCATION 
Erie, PA 
Erie, PA 
Akron, OH 
(GECHS) 
Youngstown, OH 
(GECHS) 
Cleveland, OH 
(GECHS) 
Conneaut, OH 
(GE Lighting, Inc.) 
Niles, OH 
CLASSIFICATION 
P&M 
Salaried-Clerical 
Service 
Service 
Service 
P&M 
V&M 
(Glass Plant) 
(GE lighting, Inc.) 
751— Niles, OH P&M 
(Mahoning Glass Plant) 
(GE Lighting, Inc.) 
1009 — Anaheim, CA P&M 
(GEI, Inc., Apparatus Service Center) 
1010— Ontario, CA P&M 
(GE Engine Services, Inc.) 
Los Angeles 
1412— Bay Area, CA P&M 
(GEI, Inc., Apparatus Services) 
(») 
ARTICLE I 
Union Recognition 
• 1. The Company agrees to recognize the Union on 
behalf of and in conjunction with its Locals for those bar-
gaining units of Company employees for which the Union 
or any of its Locals, through National Labor Relations Board 
certifications, is designated as the exclusive collective bar-
gaining representative of employees within such units for 
the purpose of collective bargaining in respect to rates of 
pay, wages, hours of employment and other conditions of 
employment. 
• 2. Where the Union or any of its Locals through National 
Labor Relations Board certifications has been designated 
as the exclusive collective bargaining representative for any 
additional bargaining units of Company employees, such 
certified representative shall be recognized as provided 
above. 
ARTICLE II 
Union Security 
• 1. Agency Shop 
(a) Subject to applicable law, a)! employees who, as of 
the date of this Agreement are members of the Union in 
good standing in accordance with the constitution and by-
laws of the Uni on or who become members of the Union 
following the effective date of this Agreement, shall, as a 
condition of employment, remain members of the Union 
in good standing insofar as the payment of periodic dues 
and initiation fees, uniformly required, is concerned. 
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(b) Subject to applicable law, all present employees 
who are not members of the Union and all individuals 
hired after the effective date of this agreement,'shall, begin-
ning on the thirtieth (30th) day following the effective date 
of this agreement or the thirtieth (30th) day following 
employment, whichever is later, as a condition of employ-
ment, either become and remain members of die Union 
in good standing insofar as the payment of periodic dues 
and initiation fees, uniformly required, is concerned, or, in 
lieu of such Union membership, pay to the Union an equiv-
alent service charge. 
• 2. Union Dues or Service Charge Deduction 
Authorization 
(a) The Company, for each of its employees included 
within the bargaining units recognized by the Company 
pursuant to Article I hereof, who individually, in writing, 
duly authorizes his Company Paymaster to do so, will deduct 
from the earnings payable to such employee on the second 
pay day of each month, the monthly dues (including initi-
ation fee, if any) for such employee's membership in the 
Local, or the equivalent service charge, and.shall remit 
promptly to the Local all such deductions. Local unions 
and local management are authorized to negotiate Varia-
tions from this checkoff procedure with respect to the fre-
quency of dues deductions (including weekly dues deduc-
tions) , or the equivalent service charge, and to. modify 
checkoff authorization'forms in accordance with any such 
local agreements. 
(b) Subject to applicable law, individual authorizations 
executed after the effective date of this Agreement shall be 
signed cards in the form-agreed toby the Company and 
the Union. •• • •• • ! • ! . : • '• 
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ARTICLE 111 
Working Conditions ' 
B 1. The Company will condmie to provide systemabc safe-
ty inspections, safety devices, guards, and medical service 
to minimize accidents and health hazards .on.its premises! 
ARTICLEIV . ,, , - • . . , • 
Discrimination and Coercion 
• 1. Neither the Company'nor any of its Foremen, 
Superintendents, or other agents or representatives, shall 
discriminate, against any employee because such employ-
ee is a member of, or acting as, a Steward, Officer, or other 
agent or representative of the Union or of any Local. 
• 2. Neither the Union nor any Local, nor any Steward, 
Officer, or other agent or representative of either, shall 
intimidate or coerce any employee, nor solicit members or 
funds in the plant during working hours, ' .' 
• 3. The Company shall not discriminate against any 
employee in the payment of wages, assignment of jobs, 
seniority, promotion, transfer, layoff, discipline, discharge 
or any other term or condition of employment because 
of race, creed, color, religion, marital status, sex, age or 
national origin. 
• 4. The Union and its UE Locals shall not discriminate 
against any employee on account of race, creed, color, 
religion, marital status, sex, age, national origin or mem-
bership or nonmembership in the Union. 
• 5. The Company, the Union and its UE Locals shall not 
discriminate against any employee because of physical 
or mental disability or because he or she is a disabled 
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veteran or veteran of the Vietnam era in regard to any posi-
tion for which the employee is qualified. 
ARTICLE V 
Working Hours: Straight Time-Overtime 
• 1. (a) Workweek' 
The regular working week for both salaried and hourly 
rated employees shall be 40 hours per week, 8 hours per 
day, 5-day week, from Monday to Friday inclusive. The work-
week on multiple shifts may be less than 40 hours. 
An employee's workday is the twenty-four hour period 
beginning with his regularly assigned starling time of his 
workshift, and his day of rest starts at the same time on 
the day or days he is not scheduled to work. His workweek 
starts with the start of his regularly assigned work period on 
Monday of that workweek, except on continuous opera-
tions. Upon commencing work on Monday at a newly 
assigned starting time, an employee's preceding workweek 
shall end and the preceding day of rest of any employee 
who has had a twenty-four hour period of rest prior to the 
newly assigned starting lime shall also end. 
Variations in hours of work and schedules of hours of 
the several shifts, including multiple shifts where the work-
week starts late Sunday night and where such hours on 
Sunday are considered as part of the Monday workday, are 
subjects for local negotiations. 
(b) Continuous Operations 
Special schedules of hours and overtime will apply (1) 
on jobs which require continuous operation such as pow-
erhouse attendants and on jobs requiring continuous man-
ufacturing processes such as those which, for reasons of 
protection of equipment and material, must be run on a 
24-hour day and a week-byweek basis, or (2) on process ori-
ented jobs which cannot readily be operated on a non-con-
tinuous basis such as chemical, plastic, silicone and glass 
operations. Existing jobs or processes described in (2), but 
not currently on continuous operation as ofjuly 1,1973, 
may be designated as con tinuous operations by negotiation 
and agreement between local management and the Local 
Union. In the case of jobs described in (2), where new 
operations or processes are developed or established after 
July 1,1973, the Local will be given thirty (30) calendar days 
notice prior to the designation of suchjobs as continuous 
operations. 
(c) Any grievance resulting from the establishment of 
a new working schedule will be handled through the reg-
ular grievance procedure. The Company will give the Locals 
respectively affected as much notice as possible of any pro-
posed changes in the working schedule of hourly and 
salaried employees and will discuss proposed changes with 
the Locals. 
• 2. Overtime-Regular Workweek 
The Company will pay an hourly rated or salaried employ-
ee on a nonexemptjob for overtime as follows: 
(a) At the rate of time and one-half for hours worked 
either 
(1) 
(2) 
' (3) 
(4) 
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In excess of 8 hours in any single workday; or 
In excess of 40 hours in any given workweek; or 
In excess of 8 hours in any continuous 24 hours 
beginning at the starting time of the employ-
ee's shift; or 
After working his regular schedule, if on mul-
tiple shifts of less than 8 hours each; or 
(5) On his Saturday. 
(b) At the rate of double time for hours worked either 
(1) On his Sunday; or; 
"(2) On his observed holiday; or 
• •• (3) In excess of 12 hours in his workday; provided 
'• ' ' • ' that an employee who shall have worked in 
excess of 12 hours in any single workday, and 
• "• who shall be required to continue at work 
' ' ' beyond that workday,' shall con tinue to be paid 
at the double time rate for hours worked until 
he shall have been relieved from work; or . 
(4) Outside the employee's regularly scheduled 
shift on a calendar Sunday or calendar observed 
' holiday. " ' ' 
(c) Ax vhe rave of double time and one-half for hours 
worked either 
(1) On his holidays listed in Article IX as paid hol-
idays; or : „ . ,, ; ,; . ,. ; ^ 
(2) Outside the employee's regularly scheduled 
shift on any of the calendar holidays listed in 
Article IX as paid holidays; or 
(3) For salaried employees only, for hours worked 
on an observed holiday or outside the employ-
• • • ' ee's regularly scheduled shift on any calendar 
observed holiday, . •• ,. . , . 
•(d) 'An employee who is transferred from his regular 
established shift to another and who is thereafter returned 
to his original shift during the same week, or during the 
immediately succeeding week, shall be paid at the rate of 
time and one-half for the first 8 hours worked following the 
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first such transfer, except where either or both svich trans-
fers (i) results from the failure of another employee or 
employees to report for work, or (ii) is made in connection 
with a lack of work situation, or (iii) is made at the employ-
ee's request, or (iv) results from an emergency breakdown 
of equipment or machinery, or (v) is made in connection 
with an established program of shift rotation,- • 
• 3. Continuous Operations 
(a) Workday-Workweek 
(1) When any employee on continuous operations has 
a scheduled workweek of 5 days at work arid 2 days 
off, his first scheduled day off shall be considered as 
the 6th day of his workweek, and his second sched-
> uied day off, whether or not successive, as the 7th 
day of his workweek. When such working sched-
ule contains a regularly recurring workweek of 6 
days at work and one day off, such scheduled day 
off shall be considered as the 7th day of his work-
week and the day immediately preceding as the 
6th day of his workweek. 
• 4. Overtime-ContinwmsOpemtmns' • .• 
The Company will pay an hourly rated or salaried employ-
ee on a nonexemptjob for overtime as follows: . 
(a) At the rate of time and one-half for hours worked 
either H? 
• (1) In excess of 8 hours in any single workday; or 
(2) In excess'of 40 hours in any given workweek; or 
(3) In excess of 8 hours in any continuous 24 hours 
beginning at the starting time of the employ-
ee's shift; or 
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(4) On his Saturdays or Sundays if either day is not 
his 7th day of his workweek; or 
(5) On the employee's 7th day of his workweek if 
such day is neither his Saturday, Sunday or 
observed holiday; or 
(6) On his Saturdays and Sundays (as a minimum if 
employee is on a special schedule other than 
that outlined in 3 (a) (1) above). 
(b) At the rate of double time for hours worked either 
(1) On the employee's 7th day of his workweek, if 
such day is his Saturday, Sunday or observed 
holiday, or 
(2) On the employee's 6th day of the workweek if 
faliing on an observed holiday; or 
(3) In excess of 12 hours in his workday; provided 
that an employee who shall have worked in 
excess of 12 hours in any single workday, and 
who shall be required to continue at work 
beyond that workday, shall continue to be paid 
at the double time rate for hours worked until 
he shall have been relieved from work. 
(c) At the rate of double time and one-half for hours 
worked on the holidays listed in Article IX as paid holidays. 
• 5. General 
(a) Listed holidays referred to above shall mean those 
holidays listed in Article IX of this Agreement. 
(b) Each Local shall be furnished a list of the observed 
holidays referred to above. 
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(c) Computation of overtime shall be in accordance with 
the workday as defined in 1 (a) above and shall be allowed 
under only one of these overtime provisions for any given 
hours. 
(d) All salaried employees if absent for personal reasons 
other than vacation shall be paid in accordance with the 
established plan. 
(e) In cases where the Company instructs employees 
to report ahead of schedule and/or remain after the reg-
ular schedule to change clothes, etc., employees involved 
will be paid for such additional time. 
• 6, Night Shift Differential 
Hourly rated and salaried employees hired on or before 
August 1, 1994 assigned to recognized second and third 
shift operations shall have 10% added to their regular deter-
mined earnings for all work performed on such shifts. 
Employees hired after August 1,1994, who have no record 
of prior GE service, shall have sixty cents ($.60) added to 
their regular hourly rate for all work performed on such 
shifts until they have accumulated five (5) years of contin-
uous service after which they will receive the 10% night shift 
differential. 
Recognized second and third shifts shall in all cases be 
those beginning between 12 noon and 3:30 a.m. In excep-
tional cases the starting time for a recognized second shift 
may be earlier by mutual agreement between the Local and 
local management 
• 7. Other Special Payments 
(a) Employees who are called in outside of their regu-
lar schedule of hours will be paid the applicable overtime 
rate but not less than the equivalent of 4 hours pay at their 
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straight-time rate. Qualified pieceworkers will be paid at 
least their anticipated earned rate. Learners on piecework 
will be paid their average earnings if less than the antici-
pated earned rate. 
(b) Day shift employees who are called back after the 
end of their regular day shift (or told to report prior to thei r 
regular starting time) will be paid at the rate of time and 
one-half for hours worked outside their regular schedule, 
up to midnight and at the rate of double time for hours 
worked after midnight and up to the beginning of the reg-
ular'day shift. 
(c) Employees on the second and third shifts who are 
called back after the end of their regular shift (or told to* 
report prior to their regular starting.time) will be paid at 
the rate of time and one-half for hours worked up to the 
beginningof their regular shift. ...
 4 ,;, 
(d) Subsections (a), (b)'and (c) above are hot applica-
ble where an employee continues to work into the next shift 
following his normal quitting time. 
(e) Report-In Time, • "•' .• ' . •• '":' 
For the purposes of Subsections (a), (b) and (c) only, 
the employee's scheduled report-in time on the fii-st day of 
work during each week shall be considered his regular 
starting time and, for the remainder of that week, premi-
um'for early report-in shall be detennined on the basis of 
the starting time thus established. The starting time for this 
purpose shall be redetermined each week.i ' • .•„ ••'••. i •••> -
Employees who are sent home after reporting for work 
in accordance with their, regular schedules or employees 
who are notified in advance of work schedules oh Saturdays, 
Sundays and holidays who are sent home after reporting 
for such work because without previous notice thereof, nei-
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ther their regularly assigned nor any reasonably compa-
rable work is available, will receive not less than four hours 
pay at the rate applicable had they worked; but this 
Subsection (e) shall not be applicable when such unavail-
ability of work is caused by Fire, snowstorm, flood, power 
failure or work stoppage by employees in the same Company 
location. Qualified pieceworkers will be paid at least their 
anticipated earned rate. Learners on piecework will be paid 
their average earnings if less than the anticipated earned 
rate. ' - ' • ' . , ' • : ; . . •'. "•..-
:
 , (f)-' Dispensary Time . * . . - , 
, . Employees will be paid at their applicable rate for time 
spent iii attending the Company dispensary for examina-
tion or treatment of any injuries arising out of and in the 
course of their employment, whenever such time would 
otherwise have been spent by the injured employee on the 
work assigned to him. Qualified pieceworkers will be paid 
at least their anticipated earned rate. Learners on piece-
work will be paid their average earnings, if less than the 
anticipated earned rate. Employees who "are directed1 not 
to return-to work as"a result of their injury shall be paid at 
their straight-time rate to the end of their scheduled work 
shift. 
. . . i . • • • • : ' • . . » . , . . i - • • - • ' . > • , ' • -, . ! ; . . . 
• 8. Division of Overtime _ -(. . . . . . . , - , . . . i 
'•'• •• Overtime shall be divided as equally as proficient'ope'r-
ations permit among the employees who are performing 
'similar work in the group. A record of overtime worked by 
employees (or credited to theni)-will be maintained by the 
immediate supervisor of the group and will be available 
for examination by the appropriate union Steward or an 
employee within the group upon request. 
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ARTICLE VI 
Wage Rates 
• 1. Any question which affects hourly rates, piecework 
rates or salary rates of individuals or groups shall be 
subject to negotiation between the Local and the local 
management. 
• 2. The Company shall furnish each Local with informa-
tion on and changes of all hourly and salaried job classifica-
tions, which shall consist of title, general job description Job 
rate and progression schedule (if any), including the antic-
ipated earned rate or its equivalent for piecework jobs, for 
all jobs included within the bargaining units respectively 
represented by such Locals. 
• 3. When an employee is hired or transferred through 
the Company Personnel Office, he will be given a card 
showing his job classification, starting rate, rate of pro-
gression or progression schedule, if any. job rate and antic-
ipated earned rate and sharing rate, if any, applicable to 
the job for which he is hired or to which he is transferred. 
• A. Employee Ratings 
In those plants where employee ratings are used, the 
employees will be given their ratings in writing each time 
the ratings are made. Ratings which have not previously 
been given to an employee will not be used in the adjust-
ment of grievances, except by mutual agreement. On 
request, the Management will explain the application of 
the raring system to the Local. 
Wt 5. Piece Prices-Hourly Rated Piecework Employees 
(a) Piece prices will be classified as temporary, special 
or standard, and all vouchers will indicate the classification. 
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(b) Temporary prices will be set on new jobs as quick-
ly as possible. Ordinarily, standard prices will be set on 
jobs within six months where the manufacturing method 
has been developed and the operator has attained average 
efficiency. 
The Company agrees to make every effort to replace exist-
ing temporary prices with standard prices. 
(c) Special prices will be applied only when quantities 
are small and jobs do not repeat very often. 
(d) There will be no change in standard prices except 
where there is a change in method. Where such change in 
method is made, the price may be adjusted. However, such 
adjustment shall be limited to those parts of the job affect-
ed by the change. 
When a change in method is made which does not 
reduce the job value on which a price has been computed, 
the Company will set a new price by time study or other data 
which will give the operator at least the same hourly earn-
ings as he made on the old price. 
(e) Standard prices will not be decreased without giv-
ing advance notice of one week to the employee and his 
representative. 
(f) A piecework employee temporarily taken off his reg-
ular job by the Company to perform anotherjob, when he 
would otherwise have continued working on his regular 
job, shall be paid no less than his average straight-time 
earning rate on his regular job. 
In cases of machine breakdowns, faulty material, lack of 
material, or other unusual conditions, generally of short 
duration, and not the fault of the operator, the employee 
will be paid for such conditions in accordance with the 
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present local practice, provided the employee notifies his 
Foreman or other designated supervisor at the time the 
condition occurs. 
(g) When a time study is made, the operator will be 
advised and he will be told the purpose of the time study. 
The Steward shall have the right to observe time studies on 
jobs where the price is in dispute. On request, the Foreman 
will explain to the Steward the data used in making up 
the price from the time study or tables. 
• 6. Step Rates and I^rogresskm Schedules 
There is no uniform starting rate throughout the 
Company and the progression schedules will be based on 
the starting rates in the respective Works. 
Existing local practices which provide special progres-
sion schedules for employees hived for incentive work will 
remain in effect, unless changed by local negotiations. 
The following provisions of this Section 6 arc applicable 
to all hourly rated and salaried employees except drafts-
men, apprentices and other trainees participating in an 
entry-type training program; provided that hourly rated 
and salaried employees hired after August 5,1991, who 
have no record of prior GE service shall be placed on starl-
ing rates and progression schedules in accordance with die 
provisions con tained in Section 9 of this Article. 
(a) Hourly Rated Employees, on Daywork 
(1) All starting, progression and job rates for hourly 
rated employees will be on steps in accordance with 
the applicable local wage structure. 
(2) The minimum starting rates for all hourly rated 
jobs will be as follows: 
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(a) On jobs with a job rate which is not more than 
two (2) steps below the top of the one month 
progression schedule: 
Four (4) steps belfitvjob rate. 
(b) On jobs with a job rate which is not more 
than five (5) steps, nor less than three (3) steps 
below the top of the one month progression 
schedule: 
• Three (3) steps below job rate. 
(c) On jobs with a job rate which is more than five 
(5) steps below the top of the one month pro-
gression schedule: 
Two (2) steps below job rate. 
(3) Applicants experienced on jobs of the kind forwhich 
hired wilt begin at a rate not less than two steps below 
the job rate and will be increased to the job rate in 
accordance with the applicable progression sched-
ule set forth in' paragraph 4 below, except that when 
the applicant is hired for a job to which the six 
month progression schedule is applicable, the job 
rate must be paid at the end of six months. 
(4) Each hourly rated employee will progress on steps 
from his starting rate to the job rate of his job 
in accordance with the following progression 
schedules: 
(a) ONE MONTH 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
Step rates up to, and including, the top of the 
One Month Progression Schedule in effect at 
each local plant on October 26,1969: 
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One (I) step at the end of each one month period. 
(b) THREE MONTH 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
Step rates from one to three steps (inclusive) 
above the top of the One Month Progression 
Schedule: 
One (1) step at the end of each three month period. 
(c) SIX MONTH 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
Slep rates more than three steps above the top 
of the One Month Progression Schedule: 
One (1) step at the end of each six month period. 
(5) The above progression schedules are mandatory for 
employees or> the job. 
(6) New incentive prices will be set on the basis of the 
established step rate plan for incentive workers in 
those locations whicli have such plans in effect. 
(b) Salaried Employees 
(1) All starting, progression and job rates for salaried 
employees will be on steps in accordance with the 
applicable local salaried structure. 
(2) The minimum starting rates for all salaried jobs 
will be as follows: 
(a) On jobs with a job rate of Grade No. 8 or 
higher: 
Four (4) steps below job rate. 
(b) On jobs with a job rate of Grade Nos. 4 
through 7: 
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Three (3) steps below job rate. 
(c) On jobs with ajob rate of Grade No. 3 or lower. 
Two (2) steps below job rate. 
(3) Each salaried employee will progress on steps, from 
the starting rale to the job rate established for that 
employee's particular job, or to the top of the pro-
gression schedule (the Grade No. 11 rate), which-
ever is less as follows: 
(a) THREE MONTH 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
Step rates up to and including Grade No. 6: 
One (1) step at the end of each three month period. 
(b) SIX MONTH 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
Step rates from Grade No, 6 up to and includ-
ing Grade No. 11: 
One (1) step at the end of each six month period. 
(4) The above progression schedules are mandatory for 
employees on the job. 
(5) Any further increase in rate for any salaried employ 
ee above the top of the progression schedule, up to 
the job rate for the employee's job will also be on 
steps but shall be based solely on the employee's 
performance on the job. In addition, each such 
employee will be reviewed at least once each year. 
(6) Applicants experienced on the job for which hired 
will begin at a rate not less than two steps below 
the job rate and will be increased to the job rate with-
in six months, if qualified. 
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(7) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this Section 
6(b), the job rate will be paid for normal perfor-
mance. 
• 7. Group leaders and Instructors 
Hourly paid group leaders leading dayworkers shall be 
paid a rate at least two steps above the highest job rate in 
the group which they are leading. If individuals in an y group 
have a rate above the job rate, the leader may be paid a rate 
up to Wo steps above such higher r i te if negotiated 
locaJly. 
Hourly paid group leaders who are leading piecework-
ers who are on individual piecework will be paid a rate at 
least two steps above the highest AER of any of the employ-
ees in the group which they are leading. Rates in excess of 
this minimum shall be paid in accordance with job require-
ments and shall be negotiated locally. 
Rates of instructors and group leaders other than the 
above shall be negotiated locally. 
• 8. At those locations which do not have an "anticipated 
earned rate (AER)" in their rate structure, its counterpart 
for that location will be used wherever "an ticipated earned 
rate (AER)" is used in this Agreement. 
• 9. Starting Rates and Progression Rates and Schedules 
for Employees Hired After August 5, 1991. 
(a) This Section will apply to hourly employees hired 
for jobs with ajob rate within the one month progression 
schedule who have no record of prior GE service and 
salaried employees hired for jobs with ajob rate within the 
three month progression schedule who have no record 
of prior GE service. Employees hired after August 5, 1991, 
who have no record of prior GE service, may be hired at a 
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minimum of 70% of job rate. Employees will progress m 
six (6) month steps to job rate in accordance with the fol-
lowing table: 
Hiring Rate as 
a Percent of 
Job Kate 
95 
90 
85 
80 
75 
70 
Number of 
Progression 
Steps 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
For the purposes of this Section 9 only, time spent away 
from a job within the one month progression schedule, up 
to a maximum of twelve months for any single absence, 
shall be included in the time required to progress to job 
rate .The preceding sentence shall apply to absences which 
begin on or after July 1,1997. 
(b) Employees on the above progression schedule who 
are transferred to higher rated jobs within the one month 
progression schedule (hourly) or the three month p r o 
gression schedule (salaried) will have their paid rates adjust 
ed to the same percentage of the new job rate. Time accu-
mulated toward the next progression step will be carried 
forward and progression timing to the next step will not be 
affected by such transfer. Employees on the above pro-
gression schedule who are transferred to higher ratedjobs 
outside the one month progression schedule (hourly) or 
the three month progression schedule (salaried) will have 
their paid rates adjusted according to the odier provisions 
of this Article and Article X. 
(c) Employees on the above progression schedule who 
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are transferred to a lower rated job wili have their progres-
sion rates adjusted to the same percentage of the new job 
rate. They will progress to the next higher percentage pro-
gression step based on the time accumulated since their 
last step. 
(d) Employees hired under the provisions of this para-
graph will progress to the job rate of their assigned job in 
accordance with the schedules contained herein; the other 
provisions of this Article and Article X, Transfers, notwith-
standing. After completing the initial progression sched-
ule and reaching job rate of the assigned job the other 
provisions of this Article and Article X will be applicable to 
subsequent transfers. 
ARTICLE VH 
Continuity of Service - Service Credits 
• \. Definition of Terms 
(a)"Continuity of service" designates the status of an 
employee who has service credits totaling 52 or more 
weeks. 
(b) "Continuous service" designates the length of each 
employee's continuity of service and shall equal the 
total service credits of an employee who has "con-
tinuity of service." 
(c) "Service credits" are credits for periods during which 
the employee is actually at work for the Company 
or for periods of absence for which credit is grant-
ed. (As provided in Section 3.) 
(d) "Absence" is the period an employee is absent from 
work either with or without pay (except a paid vaca-
tion period), computed by subtracting the date fot 
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lowing the last day worked from the date the employ-
ee returns to work. Each separate continuous period 
away from work shall be treated as a single absence 
from work. 
(e) "Illness" shall include pregnancy, whenever the 
Foreman or other immediate supervisor is notified 
prior to absence from work. 
• 2. Loss of Service Credits arid Continuity of Service 
Service credits previously accumulated and continuity of 
service, if any, will be lost whenever the employee: 
(a) Quits, dies, resigns, retires or is discharged. 
(b) Is absent from work for more than two consecutive 
weeks without satisfactory explanation. 
(c) Is absent from work because of personal illness or acci-
dent and fails to keep the Company notified month-
ly, stating, if possible, the probable date of his return 
to work. In cases of pregnancy the first such notifica-
tion must be given not later than eight weeks after ter-
mination of pregnancy. 
(d) Is notified within a year from date ofiayoffthat he 
may return but foils to return or to give satisfactory 
explanation within two weeks. 
(e) Is absent from work without satisfactory explanation 
beyond the period of any leave of absence granted 
him by the Company. 
(f) Is absent from work for a continuous period of more 
than one year for any other reason, other than (i) a 
leave of absence granted in advance, or (ii) an absence 
due to a compensable accident or compensable ill-
ness up to eighteen (18) months. 
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Individuals who at the time of layoff had one (1J year of 
continuous service shall, despite loss oi'sei'vice as a result of 
such layoff', be retained on die recall list and be eligible for 
reemployment in accordance with the applicable local pro-
cedure for a period of sixty (60) months following layoff or 
until retirement, whichever occurs first. Similarly, in the 
cases of individuals with the required service absent due to 
illness or injury, the same extended recall arrangement will 
be made only if; 
(1) The individual reports promptly to the Personnel 
Office for employment upon recovery. 
(2) The individual is otherwise eligible, in which case 
he will promptly [hereafter have his name added to 
the recall list. 
Actual recall will be predicated upon the individual meet-
ing the Company's health requirements. 
li the Company reemploys ;ui employee who has lost ser-
vice credits and continuity of service because of layoff due to 
lack of work for more dvan one year, because of absence due 
to illness or injury for more than one year, or because of 
termination for transfer to a successor employer, such employ-
ee shall have such service credits and continuity of service 
automatically restored if his continuous service at die start of 
his absence was greater thim the total length of such absence 
or if the employee has recall lights tinder die second para-
graph of this Section 2 of (his Article or if the employee is 
placed under Preferential Placement. 
file service record of each employee laid off and reem-
ployed after layoffor reemployed following illness or injury, 
will be reviewed by the Company at the time of his reem-
ployment and in each case, such employee will be notified as 
to his service credits and continuity of service, if any. 
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If the Company reemploys, on or after June 27,1988, a 
former employee who had continuity of service at the time 
of a previous termination of Company employment (and the 
employee is not eligible for automatic service restoration 
under the third paragraph of this Section 2), the Company 
shaft restore such continuity of service after the employee has 
completed th ree years of continuous service following reem-
ployment. An employee in the process of service restoration 
under this section who is laid off and again rehired or recalled 
shall have all service credits earned following reemployment 
on or after June 27,1988 accumulated for the pvirpose of 
service restoration under this Section 2. 
Service restoration provided for in this Section 2 will be 
contingent upon the employee's full repayment of any of the 
following lump sum benefits paid under Article XXIIt income 
Extension Aid under Section 4(b) (1) (iii), Special Voluntary 
Layoff' Bonus under Section 4 (c), Special Retirement Bonus 
under Section 3(b), or severance pay due to a plant closing 
termination which occurred within six months prior to the 
date of reemployment. Such repayment must be made with-
in a reasonable time after rehire. No such repayment is 
required of benefits paid if the reemployment date is more 
than one year from the date of the prior termination. 
• 3. Service Qniits 
Service credits for each employee shall be granted for peri-
ods during which the employee is actually at work for the 
Company, and service credits for absences shall be added to 
an employee's service, after reemployment with continuity 
of service or with prior service credits, as follows; 
(a) Employees, when reemployed with prior service cred-
its or continuity of service following absence due to 
illness, accident, layoff, or leave of absence granted 
by the Company, because of termination for transfer 
to a successor employer, or due to plant closing will 
receive service credits for up to a total of the first twelve 
months of such absence. Where the absence of an 
employee, with continui ty of service, is due to a com-
pensable accident or compensable illness, and the 
employee is reemployed without loss of continuity of 
service, service credits will be granted for the period 
of his absence in excess of twelve months up to a max-
imum of six additional months. 
(b) For all other absences of two weeks or less, such 
employees will receive service credits, but, if the 
absence is longer than two weeks, no service credits 
will be allowed for any part of such absence. 
If an employee who has lost prior service credits or conti-
nuity of service is reemployed, he shall be considered a new 
employee, and will not receive service credits for any time 
prior to the date of such reemployment, unless all or part 
of prior service credits are restored as a result of a review. 
Shotild the result of the review be unsatistactoiy to the employ-
ee, it may be taken up under the grievance procedure. 
ARTICLE VIH 
Vacations 
• I. Paid Vacation Periods 
Vacations with pay will be granted in each calendar year 
(hereinafter called the "vacation year") to eligible employ-
ees as follows: 
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Hourly Employees 
Years of 
Qmtimwvs 
Servke 
1 
2 
5 
7 
15 
20 
30-
Vacations 
I weeks 
2 weeks 
2 1/2 weeks 
3 weeks 
4 weeks 
5 weeks 
6 weeks 
Salaried Employees 
Years of 
Gtntinuous 
Service, 
1 
5 
7 
15 
20 
30 
Vacations 
2 weeks 
2 1/2 weeks 
3 weeks 
4 weeks 
5 weeks 
6 weeks 
• 2. Eligibility Requirements 
An employee whose continuity of service is unbroken as 
of December 31 or his fast scheduled workday in the )ast 
week of the year immediately preceding the vacation year 
shall qualify for a vacation or vacation allowance under the 
provisions of this Article if he: 
(a) actually performs work as an active employee of the 
Company during the last full calendar week of the 
year immediately preceding the vacation year, or 
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(b) receives earnings from the Company directly appli-
cable to all or part of such week. 
If ail employee has not qualified under (a) and (b) above, 
but returns to work without loss of continuity of service dur-
ing the vacation year, he will become entitled to a vacation 
or vacation allowance in the vacation year after he shall have 
worked in the vacation year for one month or for a peri-
od equal to that of his absence if his absence was less than 
one month. Any such employee reemployed too late to 
work for one month in the vacation year will be paid his 
vacation allowance and may have a portion of the time out 
considered as the vacation to which he is otherwise eligible. 
• 3. Determination of Paid Vacations 
(a) BO.HR m Guaranteed Vacations 
The basic vacation period of an eligible employee shall 
be based upon his length of continuous service as of 
December 31 of the year immediately preceding the vaca-
tion year. 
(b) Additional (o>-Initial) Vacation 
An eligible employee whose continuing accumulation 
of service credits during A vacation year entitles him to an 
additional vacation under the provisions of Section \ (or 
who completes his first year of continuous service during 
the vacation year) will receive such additional vacation (or 
his initial vacation), provided that an employee shall not 
be entitled to any such vacation in a vacation year unless he 
shall actually perform work as an active employee of the 
Company during such vacation year after having qualified 
for such vacation. EXCEPTION: Where a plant shutdown 
is scheduled for the last week of the year, employees who 
would have qualified for vacation payment during this shut-
down will receive such payment if they return to work (or 
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report for physical examination and are approved for 
employment) the first scheduled workday following the 
shutdoHTi or were at work the last scheduled workday imme-
diately preceding the shutdown. 
• 4. Termination• ofEmployment 
An employee who quits, is discharged, dies or retires will 
promptly thereafter receive the full vacation allowance to 
which he may then be entitled. In the case of employees 
who die, vacation allowances will be treated as wages owing 
the employee, and payment made accordingly. 
• 5. UseofVacaticm Time/or Absences of Employees 
(a) Leave of Absence 
An employee who is granted a leave of absence may 
have the first portion of such leave designated as die peri-
od of any vacation to which he may then be entitled, if the 
Manager shall approve. 
(b) Extended Illness, Accident or Layoff 
Subject to management approval, an employee who is 
absent because of illness or accident, or because he is laid 
off for lack of work, may elect (except in a plant or part 
thereof which is scheduled for an annual shutdown) to haw 
the first portion of such absence designated as the period 
of any vacation to which he may then be entitled. The 
employee's election to apply unused vacation to extend 
active service must be made within one week of the begin-
ning of the applicable absence. 
(c) Incidental Absences 
An employee whose absence is excused because of per-
sonal illness, personal business, holidays that are unpaid, 
temporary lack of work, or short work weeks (of 1/2 day or 
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longer) may (with the Manager's approval) utilize extra 
vacation time to which he is entitled in excess of the sched-
uled Shutdown or in excess of two weeks in locations where 
there is no shutdown for such absences in the form of vaca-
tion days. This time may be paid ou t in units of no less than 
1/2 day periods, 
(d) OcherAbseiwts 
An employee who is absent from work for any reason 
other than those reasons feted above will not be entitled 
either to have his vacation scheduled or to receive a vaca-
tion allowance during the period of such absence, 
(e) VattUum Payjjient Guaranlee 
An employee whose service is terminated ov -whose 
absence from work continues beyond the end of a vacation 
year and who did not receive in such vacation year the full 
vacation pay for which he had qualified, shall receive at the 
end of the vacation year or upon prior termination of ser-
vice, a vacation allowance in lieu of any vacation to which 
he was still entitled. 
• 6. Computation ofVacatiim Pay 
(a) Bnsic Formulas 
Vacation pay for each-week of vacation to which an 
employee is entitled will be computed by multiplying the 
appropriate weekly hour-multiplier as determined by 
Subsection (b) below, by the appropriate rate-multiplier as 
determined by Subsection (c) below. (Vacation pay for any 
extra day or half day of vacation to which an employee 
may be entitled will be determined by (i) dividing by five 
or ten respectively the weekly hour-multiplier determined 
for him under Subsection (b) below and (ii) multiplying 
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such daily equivalent by the appropriate rate-multiplier 
determined by Subsection (c) below.) 
(b) Determination of Weekly Hmir-Mutiiptier 
The weekly hour-multiplier for vacation pay computa-
tions for all employees will be 40 hours except as noted in 
the following paragraphs of this Subsection (b), 
(i) Short Schedules 
The weekly hour-multiplier of an employee whose 
regular weekly schedule at the time his vacation 
begins is less than 40 hours will be the greater of 
either (A) his scheduled hours per week at the time 
the vacation begins, or (B) his scheduled hours 
per week during the last fiscal week, as determined 
by die GE fiscal calendar, worked by him during the 
year preceding the vacation year, but in any event 
will not be greater than 40 hours. 
(ii) Multiple-Shift Short Schedule 
Notwithstanding the provisions of (i) above, the 
weekly hour-multiplier for an employee who is on 
a multiple shift operation and whose regular week-
ly schedule of hours is not less than 37-1/2 hours 
shall be not less than 40 hours. 
(iii) Extended Schedules 
The weekly hour-multiplier of an employee who 
shall have worked an average of more than 40 hours 
per week during the weeks paid in the calendar 
year which immediately precedes the vacation year 
will be determined in accordance with the follow-
ing schedule: 
Average Weekly Hours 
Weekly 
Hmf-Multiplier 
40 but less than 42 
42 but [ess than 42.5 
42.5 but less than 43.5 
43,5 but less than 44.5 
44.5 but less than 45.5 
45.5 but less than 46,5 
46.5 but less than 47.5 
47.5 and higher 
40 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 ( 
NOTE: Fur tfie puipowsoi iht fortgoiiig scliedute, avei-ARt: -weeUy hours will be cunripmed 
by dividing the total number nfhijurs atuiaJly wurixd by the employve during the: werkspaid 
in said year by the number of weeks in sutii year, except that the Wowing luted types of time 
Usstfrom work wi!l ht romitro as linifworlurq: 
{A) Time spenton union activity; 
(B) A listed or observed holiday" 
(C) .fury dutyvstivict*; 
(D) Military Service, fnr which service crt-dit arc grantt'd under/Vrtide XXV; 
(EJ Annual shutdown.1* and vacation periods 
(K) Employees' personal absence* for which pay is granted; 
(ti) Days paid JOT dt^Lh-in-faniiiy nbwiitx*; 
(it) Time IrmduemaconiiKriLvihleatddeni orcoaijHitwyble illuttLv 
(iv) Continuous Of)eration 
The weekly hour-multiplier of an employee who is, at 
the time of his vacation, regularly assigned to work on a con-
tinuous operation schedule will be the greater of either (a) 
the number of hours per week he would have been paid, 
\ip to a maximum of 48 hours, including premium hours 
for Saturday and/or Sunday, had he worked forty (40) hours 
on his established regular schedule including Saturday 
and/or Sunday, on the week or weeks scheduled for vaca-
tion or (h) the hours provided by the application of Section 
6(b) (iii) above. 
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(c) Determination ofRate-MiMpl&r 
The rate-multiplier for various types of employees will 
be as follows: 
Rate-MuUiplkr 
The greater of: 
Typ 
of 
em-
pkyee 
Hmtrty 
em-
ployee 
tm 
incentive 
Current Rate (including 
night-shift bonus far 
employees who are. regti-
forty scheduled on a 
night shift} 
His average earnings 
(exclusive of overtime 
premium) obtained from 
the last periodic statis-
tics available at the 
time his raeatkm begins 
(except that when an 
employee's job and rate 
arc changed within one 
month before his vaca-
tion period, the new 
rate of earnings will be 
Used in place: of the last 
regular periodic statistic};). 
Year End li/ite. (including 
night-shift bonus for 
employees who art? regit-
laity scheduled on a night 
shift) 
His average earnings (exclu-
sive of overtime premium) 
obtained from the last peri-
odic statistics applicable 
to time worked by him dur-
ing year preceding vacauyn 
year. 
Heuriy Regular hourly daywor); 
em- t-ate in effect at the 
plvyee time his vacation 
on begins. 
daywork 
Regular hourly daywork 
rate in effect during die 
fast full calendar wufc 
worked by him during 
year preceding vacation 
vear. 
Salaried Hourly equivalent of 
em- employee's actual 
ptoyee Straight time salary 
fate in effect at time 
vacation begins. 
Hourly equivalent i>F 
employee's actual straight 
time salary rate for last 
week worked by him during 
war preceding vacation year 
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(d) Payments fur Incidental Absences 
The payments described in Section 5(c) will be paid on 
the same basis as outlined above. 
M 7, Scheduling of Vacations 
(a) Scheduling 
In tile event of one or more shutdowns scheduled in any 
plant within the vacation year, one of such shutdowns will 
be of no less than two (2) weeks duration and during such 
Shutdown, the vacation for eligible employees shall be con-
sidered to run concurrently. Provided written notice is given 
to die Local union prior to April 1, this Shutdown may be 
split into two periods of not less than one (1) week dura-
tion, but in no case shall die combined split periods exceed 
three weeks. In such cases, local management and the Local 
may also agree on special rules dealing with vacation eli-
gibility for the subsequent year where one of the manda-
tory Shutdown periods extends into the last calendar week 
of the year. Exceptions for certain departments or indi-
viduals by reason of the requirements of the business shall 
be at management's discretion. With respect to other sched-
uled shutdown periods, employees entitled to vacation time 
in excess of two (2) weeks may elect to take the time off 
without pay as though on temporary layoff for Sack of work 
and take his remaining vacation time off at some earlier or 
later date including the week immediately preceding or fol-
lowing the Shutdown period. Vacations taken at times other 
than during shutdown periods will be scheduled to con-
form to the requirements of the business at the Manager's 
discretion. For any part of a Shutdown period for which an 
employee is not eligible or does not become eligible for 
vacation pay during the vacation year, and during which 
he has no work available, he will be deemed to be on tem-
porary layoff for lack of work. 
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(b) Ineligibility for Income. Extension Aid 
In the event an employee elects to take time off without 
pay during a scheduled shutdown period, such employee 
shall not be eligible for Income Extension Aid for the sched-
uled shutdown period. 
(c) Postponement or Division of Vacation 
It will not be permissible to postpone vacations from one 
year to another, or to omit vacations and draw vacation pay 
allowances in lieu thereof, except with the written approval 
of the Manager. No vacation shall be divided unless it is 
of two weeks or more duration, in which case it may, with 
the consent of the Manager, be divided. 
• 8. Time of Vacation Payment 
Except as otherwise provided in this Article, vacation 
allowances for full weeks shall be paid to an employee on 
or abou t the last day worked by him prior to the beginning 
of the vacation scheduled for him {except payments under 
5(c)). An em ployee who takes his vacation prior to the date 
upon which he becomes eligible will receive payment (com-
puted in accordance with Section 6 above) after he becomes 
eligible. Additional day or days for which an employee 
may qualify later in the year may be taken at the time of the 
regular vacation and payment for such ti me (computed in 
accordance with Section 6 above) will be made after the 
employee has qualified. 
• 9. Holiday in Vacation Period 
When the vacation period of any employee includes one 
of the holidays listed in Article IX, an additional day of vaca-
tion will be granted with pay, if the holiday occurs during 
the scheduled workweek of the employee. When the vaca-
tion period of a salaried employee includes an observed 
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holiday, an additional day of vacation will be granted with 
pay, if the holiday OCCOTS during the scheduled workweek 
of the employee. In either case, the extra day must be taken 
immediately before or after as an extension of the vacation 
except when a holiday falls within a Shutdown period in 
conformance with Section 7 of this Article. 
M 10. Death in Family in Vacation Period 
When an employee on vacation experiences a death in fam-
ily which would otherwise qualify the employee for leave 
under Article XXVI, the employee will be entitled to sub-
stitute up to two (2) days of death in family leave for days 
of vacation. Those two (2) days may be subsequently taken 
as vacation per management approval, or, in the alterna-
tive, may be used to extend the vacation period then in 
progress. 
ARTICLE IX 
Holidays 
1. Listed Holidays 
New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King's 
Birthday 
Memorial Day 
independence Day 
labor Day 
Election Day 
Than ksgiving Day 
The day before 
Christmas Day 
Christmas Day 
A tenth and eleventh paid holiday on a date to be 
determined locally. 
These holidays will be mutually selected by the local 
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union and local management prior to December 31 of the 
year preceding the year in which the holiday will occur. 
In the absence of mutual agreement by such December 31, 
the holidays will be designated by local management. 
Local management and the local union at each plant 
may agree in writing to substitute a different holiday in place 
of any of the above-listed holidays for all purposes. 
• 2. Hourly Rated Employees 
(a) An hourly rated employee not on continuous oper-
ations will be paid, for each of the above-listed holidays not 
worked, up to eight hours at his average straight-time hourly 
rate as taken from the last periodic statistics available at the 
time his holiday occurs (current rate for daywarkers), for 
a number of hours equal to his regular daily working sched-
ule during such week, providing each of (lie following con-
ditions are met: 
(1) Such employee has been employed at least 30 days 
prior to any such holiday. 
(2) Such employee works his last scheduled workday 
prior to and his next scheduled workday after such 
holiday within his scheduled workweeks. This con-
dition shall not prevent payment of holiday pay to: 
(i) An employee who has been absent from work 
because of verified personai illness for not more 
than three months prior to the week in which 
the holiday occurs and who works or reports for 
the Company's physical examination the next 
scheduled workday following the holiday; or 
(ii) an employee who has been continuously absent 
from work for not more than two weeks prior 
to the week in which the holiday occurs and who 
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is not at worfc either or both such workdays due 
to approved absences for personal illness or 
emergency illness at home, death in his family, 
layoff or union activity; or 
(iii) an employee who is not at work on either or 
both such workdays solely due to military 
encampment or jury duty; or 
(iv) an employee who is absent from work on cither 
the last scheduled workday prior to double con' 
secutive holidays (when such double consecu-
tive holidays have been arranged under the pro-
visions of Section 4 thereof) or his nest sched-
uled workday after such double consecutive hol-
idays (in such case, the employee will be en ti-
ded to holiday pay only for the first of such dou-
ble consecutive holidays if he works the last 
scheduled workday prior to that holiday, but 
not the next scheduled workday after the sec-
ond holiday; and he will be entitled to holiday 
pay only for the second of such double con-
secutive holidays if he fails to work (lie last sched-
uled workday prior to the first of such double 
consecutive holidays but works the next sched-
uled workday after the second of such double 
consecutive holidays). 
(b) Hourly rated employees on continuous operations 
will be paid for the above-listed holidays under the above 
conditions if the holiday falls within their scheduled work-
week and they are not scheduled to work on the holiday. If 
such employee fails to work as scheduled, he will not be 
paid for the holiday. If, however, such failure to work on 
(he holiday is due to verified personal illness, death in fam-
ily, jury duty, or emergency illness at home, the employee 
will be paid for the holiday if he is otherwise eligible in accor-
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dance with all the provisions of Section 2(a) above. 
(c) Hourly rated employees who are receiving the night 
shift differential pursuant to Article V, 6 shall have the 
same added to any holiday pay received by them under this 
article. 
• 3. Any of the above-listed holidays falling on Sunday shall 
be treated for at! purposes under this Agreemen t as falling 
on the following Monday and shall for such purposes be 
observed on that Monday only. In like manner, any of the 
abovcfeted holidays falling on Saturday shall be treated for 
all purposes under this Agreement (including the purpos-
es of Section 2(c) of Article V) as falling on the preceding 
Friday and shall for such purposes be observed on that 
Friday only. However, local plant management and a local 
union may, by local agreement in writing, substitute a day 
other than the preceding Friday for any such holiday which 
falls on Saturday. 
For an employee on continuous operations, when a 
holiday Falls on his scheduled day off, his next non-premi-
um scheduled workday shall be deemed to be his holiday. 
In no event will an employee receive the holiday pay or pre-
mium more than once for a holiday. 
ARTICLE X 
Transfers 
• 1. Hourly and Salaried Employees 
(a) In the case of employees who are laid off from their 
regular jobs for lack of work, every effort will be made to 
transfer them to related jobs having an equal rate or to avail-
able openings on jobs having a higher rate. 
(b) Employees permanently transferred to lower rated 
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jobs will receive either one week's advance notice of such 
transfer, or payment for tire firscweek's work after dve trans-
fer at their rate immediately prior to transfer. For piece-
workers such payment, shall be at the rate of their imme-
diately preceding average straight time earnings,. 
(c) An employee who desires a transfer to another shift 
may so advise his Foreman in writing with a copy to the 
Personnel Department. As openings occur in his depart-
ment on work for which he is presently qualified, consid-
eration will be given his request along with others in accor-
dance with his relative seniority. Such transfers, however, 
shall not take precedence over the normal upgrading of 
qualified longer service employees. Exceptions to the above 
vrray be made in certain special cases by mutual consent 
• 1. Hourly Rated Daywork Employees 
An hourly rated employee on daywork when perma-
nently transferred 
(a) To a higher rated daywork job will be transferred at 
a rate commensurate with his qualifications to perform the 
job to which transferred, but not less than the rate he was 
paid on the job from which transferred. 
(b) To an equal or lower rated daywork job will be trans-
ferred at the lower of the daywork tale he was paid on the 
job from which transferred or the job rate of the job to 
which transferred-
(c) To a piecework job vail be paid for three weeks the 
lower of the daywork rate he was paid on thejob from which 
transferred or the AER of thejob to which transferred, 
except that he will be paid his piecework earnings on the 
newjob if they are higher. 
• 3. Hourly Rated Piecework Employees 
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An hourly rated employee on piecework when perma-
nently transferred 
(a) To a higher rated daywork job will be transferred at 
a rate commensurate with his qualifications to perform the 
job to which transferred, but not less than his immediate-
ly preceding average earnings or two steps below the job 
rate of the job to which transferred, whichever is lower; how-
ever, an employee transferred to a related daywork job 
where the training time is incidental will receive the job rate 
of the newjob. 
(b) To an equal or lower raced daywork job will be trans-
ferred at the job rate of the job to which transferred. 
(c) To a piecework job will be paid for three weeks the 
lower of the AER of the job from which transferred or the 
AER of the job to which transferred, except that he will 
be paid his piecework earnings on the newjob if they are 
higher. 
• 4. Sections (2) and (3) above notwithstanding, an 
employee who is transferred to a daywork job that he for-
merly held on a permanent basis will be transferred at not 
less than the step rate he was paid at the time he held such 
job. 
V 5. Salaried Employees 
A salaried employee when permanently transferred 
(a) To a higher rated salaried job will be transferred 
at a rate commensurate with that employee's qualifications 
to perform the job to which transferred, but not less than 
the rate that employee was paid on the job from which 
transferred. 
(b) To an equal or lower rated salaried job will be paid 
the lower of die rate that employee was paid on the job from 
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which transferred or the job rate of die newjob. 
• 6. Minimum Starting Rate 
In any case where the transfer rate as provided above 
is less than the minimum starting rate of the job to which 
transferred, die minimum starting rate will be paid. 
• 7. Pmgressutn toJob Hate 
If after transfer, an employee is on a progression sched-
ule and receiving less than die job rate of the job to which 
transferred, he will progress to job rate in accordance widt 
the provisions of Article VI. 
ARTICLE XI 
Retraining and/or Reassignment 
• I. When employees are faced with layoffs or contem-
plated layoffs caused by automation, mechanization or other 
reasons and in cases of contemplated plant expansions or 
changes in plant technology or otherwise, employees with 
two or more full years of continuous service may be retrained 
and/or reassigned to acquire necessary skills for jobs requir-
ing such skills. 
An employee may decline any such offer of a retraining 
and/or reassignment opportunity and may elect to exer-
cise his regular transfer rights under die contract and local 
supplements and procedures. Either the employee or local 
management may discontinue the arrangement at any 
time. In the event of discontinuance, the employee shall 
have the right to exercise his regular transfer rights at thai 
time in accordance with the terms of the National 
Agreement and the applicable local supplement. 
• 2. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this contract, 
the amount payable during each hour worked on such 
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retraining' and/or reassignment for hourly employees on 
davwork and for salaried employees shall be no less than 
90 pereen l of thejob rate of the job on wh ich he last worked 
in the workweek immediately prior to his starting on such 
training or reassignment. 
In case of an incentive employee the rate that he will 
receive during such retraining and/or reassignment shall 
be negotiated locally. 
• 3. In addition to the amounts payable hereunder, the 
Company will also furnish equipment, materia! and instruc-
tor personnel connected with any retraining opportunity 
offered under this Article. 
• 4. Such retraining and/or reassignment may be on one 
or more occasions, for maximum make-up period com-
puted according to the following schedule: 
Years of Service Make-up Period 
2- 5 years 2 months 
6-10 years 4 months 
11-15 years 6 months 
16-20 years 8 months 
21-25 years 10 months 
Over 25 years 12 months 
Any period so used may not be used again for such 
purposes. 
• 5. Any question that may arise under the provisions of 
this Article or any local agreement entered into under it 
shall be handled in accordance with the established 
grievance procedure of the contract. Arbitration shall be 
by mutual agreement only. 
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• 6. Any Local desirous of having such a retraining and/or 
reassignment program shall negotiate with local manage-
ment and by mutual agreement establish rules to govern 
such program including the criteria to be used by man-
agement in its selection of employees and will be consistent 
with the provisions of this Article and the national contract 
In any location the retraining and reassignment program 
spelled out in this Article shall be iaoperative and of no 
force or effect until such time as said rules are agreed upon. 
• 7. The above provisions shall in no way deprive any 
employee of any rights that he has under this contract or 
any applicable local supplement. The absence of agree-
ment in 6 above shall not in any way deprive the Company 
of any rights it may otherwise have. In addition, the exis-
tence of any agreement under 6 above shall not in any 
way deprive the Company of any rights it may otherwise 
have except as specifically provided therein. 
ARTICLE XII 
Reduction or Increase in Forces 
• 1. (a) In all cases of layoffor transfer due to lack of work, 
total length of seniority shall be the major factor deter-
mining the employees to be laid oft'or transferred (exclu-
sive of upgrading). However, ability will be given consider-
ation. 
(b) Similarly, in all cases of rehiring after layoff, such 
total length of seniority shall be the major factor deter-
mining such rehiring if the employee is able to do the avail-
able work in a satisfactory manner after a minimum amount 
of training. 
(c)The provisions of Sections 1 (a) and 1 (b) of this Article 
shall apply to employees who have six months or more of 
service credits. Where employees have accumulated six 
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months or more of service credits, but have not established 
continuity of service, seniority shall, for purposes of this 
Article, be applied. 
• 2. Each Local shall negotiate with local management a 
written supplement to this Agreement setting forth the 
details of the layoff procedure for the employees repre-
sented by the Local. Each such supplement shall be subject 
to and shall be deemed to include all of the provisions of 
this Article and the provisions of Article XV. 
• 3. When a reduction offerees is to be made, advance 
notice will be given the Local, together with the reasons for 
the reduction and each Steward in affected sections will be 
given duplicate lists which will show length of continuous 
service of all employees in the affected group. 
• 4. In reducing forces within a bargaining unit, every 
effort will be made to transfer employees from slack to 
busier divisions of the unit. 
• 5. An employee selected for dismissal or layoff will be 
advised personally of the reasons therefor and the employ-
ee may, if he desires, have a representative present at the 
time the reasons are given. 
• 6. An employee will be given at least one week's notice 
and one week's work at his prevailing schedule (or pay in 
lieu thereof) before layoffs are made due to decreasing 
forces. 
• 7, The above provisions do not apply to temporary 
layoffs. 
• 8, (a) Employees who have been transferred to jobs out-
side the bargaining units may be returned to their former 
jobs in the bargaining unit in accordance with their total 
length of continuous service. 
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(b) Employees who, after September 30,1963, are trans-
ferred to jobs outside the bargaining units may be returned 
to their former jobs in the bargaining unit in accordance 
with tlieir total length of continuous service at the time they 
left the unit plus the number of years outside the unit up 
to a maximum of five such years outside the unit. 
(c) Employees who, after June 30,1985, are transferred to 
exempt management jobs outside the bargaining units may 
be returned to tlieir former classification in the bargaining 
unit in accordance with their total length of continuous 
service during the period up to twenty-four ('24) months 
following the first such transfer to a job outside the unit. 
(d) Employees who, after June 30,1991, are transferred 
to jobs outside the bargaining units may be returned to tlieir 
former classification in the bargaining unit in accordance 
with tlieir total length of continuous service during die peri-
od up to six (6) months following the first such transfer to 
a job outside the unit. 
(e) In the event that an employee cannot be placed on 
his former job under the provisions of either 8 (a), 8 (b), 
8 (c) or 8(d) above, he will be considered in accordance 
with the local layoff and recall procedure. 
• 9. An employee may retire at his or her option as pro-
vided in the Company Pension Plan, 
However, this Agreement shall continue to be applica-
ble to retired employees who may be returned to active 
employment by the Company on a temporary basis. 
Any Local may process through the grievance procedure 
any request of an individual for an investigation or adjust-
ment in benefits dtie him under his retired status. 
• 10. An employee with continuity of service out due to il— 
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ness for a period not exceeding one (1) year, or in the 
case of a work-related injury or illness, not exceeding eigh-
teen (18) months, who returns to work shall be reemployed 
on his fonnerjob providing he is able to perform thejob 
and normal seniority provisions permit. 
ARTICLE XIII 
List of Hirings, Layoffs, and Transfers 
• 1. New Empkyees - Reengaged Employees 
The Company will provide each Local, from informa-
tion of record, with a monthly list of newly hired and reen-
gaged employees; the information wif! consist of name, 
home address, seniority date, occupation, department, 
Foreman and checkoff status. 
• 2. Laid OffEmployees 
The Company will provide each Local, on a monthly 
basis, with information on employees laid off for lack of 
work after notification has been given to the employees; 
the information will consist of the name, home address 
of record, continuous seAicedate, occupation, department 
and Foreman. A list of employees on recall by work loca-
tion shall also be provided quarterly (effective 1 / l /01) . 
The Foreman will give to the Steward information on 
extended layoffs whenever possible one week before the 
employee is laid off. 
• 3. Transfers 
The Company will provide each Local with information 
on transfers which are made through the Personnel Office. 
I 4, Master List ojEmployees 
Semiannually, the Company, from information of record, 
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will provide the Local with a complete list of all employ-
ees then in the. bargaining unit and showing the name, 
home address, continuous service date, seniority date, occu-
pation, department, job rate, paid rate/average earnings, 
clock card number and checkoff status of each employee 
on such list. 
ARTICLE XIV 
Local Understandings 
• 1. All present local understandings will remain in effect 
unless changed by mutual agreement or unless they deprive 
the employees of any benefits provided for by this 
Agreement. In every case where it is claimed that a local 
understanding deprives an employee or employees of any 
benefits provided for by this Agreement, the effective date 
of die settlement of such claitn shall be tile date on which 
the claim was filed by the Local with local management 
or such other date as may be reached by mutual agreement. 
• 2, If requested by the Company, the Union, or the Local 
concerned, a new local understanding will be set forth in 
writing and signed by local management and the Local. . 
• 3. Any dispute involving a local understanding may be 
submitted to arbitration only if the parties mutually agree. 
ARTICLE XV 
Union and Local Representatives and Stewards 
• 1. [jiyoffDeferment 
(a) An employee ivho is an official of any Local, and 
who has accumulated six months or more of service cred-
its shall, on written request of the Local, be deferred from 
layoff (except temporary layoffs) so long as work for wh ich 
he is qualified is available. If such work is available, such an 
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employee shall, to the extent necessary to defer him from 
layoff, be deemed to have sufficiently greater continuous 
service than other employees in the bargaining unit to enti-
tle him to transfer to other work in the unit for which he is 
qualified. If the foregoing provisions do not enable a Local 
official to be deferred fram layoff, such official may displace 
to a higher rated position previously held by such official. 
This provision shall apply to a minimum of four and a max-
imum of twelve such officials, dependent on the number 
of employees within such units as follows: 
Employees Union Officials 
500 or less 4 
501-3000 6 
2001-5000 8 
Over 5000 12 
(b) An employee who is a Steward of such Local and 
who has accumulated six months or more of service cred-
its shall, upon written request of the Local, and if a major-
ity of the group of employees he represents assents as cer-
tified in writing by the Local, be deferred from layoff (except 
temporary layoffs) so long as work for which he is qualified 
is available among the group of employees he represents. 
If such work is available, such employee shall, to the extent 
necessary to defer him from layoff, be deemed to have 
sufficiently greater continuous service than other employ-
ees he represents so as to entitle him to transfer to other 
work for which he is qualified within his group. This pro-
vision shall, in general, apply to a maximum of one Steward 
for each Company Foreman. 
(c) Paragraphs (a) and (b) hereof shall apply only to 
those officials whose names, titles and order of precedence, 
and to those Stewards whose names and sections, have 
been furnished in writing to the Company prior to (he giv-
ing of notice of layoffby the Company and shall not apply 
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to any such officials or Stewards who are on leave of absence 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 2 hereof. 
• 2. Leave of Absence 
(a) Upon written request of the Union or any Local, 
employees who have at least one year of con tin uous sei"vice 
and who are acting as Business Agents, Assistant Business 
Agents, Local or Union Officers and National Office 
Representatives who represent the Union shall be granted 
up to one years leave of absence by tile Company, without 
forfeiture of prior accumulated continuous service. 
This provision shall apply to a maximum at any one 
time of four Union officials, and of three officials tor each 
Local; and, if made at the end of such leave of absence, such 
leave of absence may be extended yearly for Union Officers 
or National Office Representatives, and For Business Agents, 
Assistant Business Agents or Local Officers. 
(b) If mutually agreed to, other employees with at least 
one year of continuous service, who arc assigned by the 
Union or Local to other duties, will be given a leave of 
absence. 
(c) Svieh employees will be reemployed at the going 
rate in available work of the same or a similar character as 
their work at the time of leaving, in the same or other divi-
sions of the same plant, if qualified therefor, and if entitled 
thereto on the basis of their prior accumulated continuous 
service. In the case of employees who are acting as Business 
Agents, Assistant Business Agents, Local or Union Officers 
and National Office Representatives and who are granted 
a leave of absence after the effective date of this Agreement, 
such employees will lie entitled (solely for determining their 
relative seniority for purposes of layoff and rehire under 
Article XII) to add to their prior accumulated continu-
ous service the total period of any such leave of absence. 
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• 3. Payment for Time on IJOCOL Union Activities 
(a) Unless otherwise provided by local written agree-
ment, employees not on leave of absence pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 2 hereof will be paid by the Company 
at the rate applicable had they worked for absences from 
work while engaged in the following activities on Company 
premises: 
(1) During each fiscal month, the number of weeks in 
such General Electric Fiscal month multiplied by 1-
1 /2 hours per week for those Stewards whose names 
and sections have been furnished to the Company 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 1 (c) hereof, 
while engaged in processing grievances at Foreman 
level pursuant to the provisions of Article XVI, 
Section 1(a). 
Where any plant is regularly scheduled on a forty-
eight hour per week basis, the above allowances will 
be based on 2 hours per week. Payment to Stewards 
will be made on a weekly basis within the above limits. 
Local management and the local union may nego-
tiate a local agreement with respect to payment to 
local Stewards in excess of the limits provided in (a) 
(1) above. 
(2) Up to a total of eight hours per week (exclusive of 
time payable under Section 1 hereof) for mem-
bers of Local Executive Boards or for Negotiating 
Committee members while engaged in processing 
grievances with representatives of local management 
pursuant to the provisions of Article XVI, Section 
1 (b) and 1(c). Such payment to Committee mem-
bers or Executive Board representatives shall be lim-
ited at any one time to a maximum as follows: 
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Committee Members 
Employees in or Executive Board 
Bargaining Units Representatives 
300 or iess 4 
301 - 2000 6 
2001-5000 10 
Over 5000 12 
unless the number is increased by mutual agree-
ment of the Local and local management 
In those plant locations where the number of 
employees in the bargaining unit is 5,000 employ-
ees or more or where more than one product 
department is located, local management and the 
local union mviy negotiate a local agreement with 
respect to payment to Local Executive Boards or 
Negotiating Committee members in excess of the 
limits provided in the paragraph above. 
(b) Chief Stewards or Executive Board members in 
Works where they act as Chief Stewards, will be pennitted 
to contact Stewards in their respective divisions when the. 
officers of the Local deem such contact necessary. They will 
advise their own Foremen before leaving their depaiiments 
and also contact the Foreman in the department which 
they are visiting before they contact the Steward. 
(c) Employees requesting payment pursuant to the 
provisions of paragraph (a) hereof, shall report all time 
spent on the handling of grievances to their respective fore-
men or other immediate supervisors. 
The Company shall report their names, rates of pay 
and time absent from work to their respective Locals, and 
shall in no event be required to make any payments pur-
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suant to paragraph (a) hereof, except to the extent that 
such reports are approved by such Locals, and such para-
graph (a) is otherwise applicable, 
(d) Whenever an OSHA inspection shall occur in a work 
area that includes employees represented by a Local Union 
listeci in the Preamble, an employee designated by the 
Union who accompanies the OSHA inspector as the 
employees' representative will be paid for time lost from 
work during such inspection. 
ARTICLE XVI 
Grievance Procedure 
• 1. Any dispute or grievance shall be taken up in accor-
dance with the procedure set forth below. However, either 
party may, at the appropriate step of the grievance proce-
dure, introduce grievances of a general nature or general 
questions of interpretation or application of this Agreement. 
In such instances the grievance procedure shall be con-
sidered as fully exhausted after the reply to the grievance 
is given at Step Three. 
(a) Step One, 
(1) Grievances will be presented to the Foreman 
by an employee and his Steward or by the 
Steward. However, a grievance affecting an 
employee individually may be taken up by the 
employee involved, if he so desires. 
(2) The Foreman shall give his answer to the 
employee and his Steward jointly, within one 
working day after the presentation of the 
grievance or advise them that additional time 
is needed, in which event the Foreman shai) 
give his answer within Five working days after 
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the presentation of the grievance. 
(3) If a settlement is not reached between the 
Steward and the Foreman, the Local may refer 
the grievance to two representatives of the Local 
for a discussion in the Department with repre-
sentatives of Management far settlement if 
possible. 
(b) Step Tim 
(1) If no satisfactory settlement is reached at Step 
One, within two weeks after the Foreman's 
answer is given, the matter may at the option of 
the Local he referred to representatives of the 
Local and local management 
(2) Representatives designated by the Local and 
local management shall meet within five work-
ing days after such referral to Step Two to dis-
cuss'the matter. 
(3) In those cases where it is mvAUvally agreed by 
Management and Local representatives that an 
inspection of the job would be helpful in set-
tling (he case, a subcommittee of die Local with 
Management representatives shall be allowed 
to make an inspection of die job. Local repre-
sentatives may include the Business Agent or his 
assistant or officers of the Local. 
A representative of local management at the 
level above the Foreman will meet with tile Local 
representatives by mutual agreement on Step 
Two cases. 
(4) The reply of local management will be given to 
die Local within five working days after the first 
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meeting provided for in Step Two. This time 
may be extended by mutual agreement. 
(5) If local management's reply to a dispute or 
grievance at Step Two is unsatisfactory, the Local 
may choose to take the dispute or grievance 
to Step Three, in which case the Local will noti-
fy local management. 
(c) Sttp Three 
(1) If no satisfactory agreement is reached at Step 
Two, the dispute or grievance may be referred 
to Step Three, the final step of the grievance 
procedure, for the consideration of designated 
representatives of the Union and the Company. 
(2) The Union will submit such cases to the 
Company not less than one week before the 
meeting takes place between the representa-
tives of the Union and the Company and not 
more than three months after the completion 
of discussions and the final decision of local 
management at Step Two. 
(3) Regular monthly meetings will be held between 
the Union and the Company to dispose of cases 
submitted by the Union. An emergency meet-
ing on a given grievance will be held within three 
days after notice by the Union. 
(4) The Company will give its final reply to the 
Union in not more than five days after tire ini-
tial discussion at Step Three. In emergency meet-
ings, the reply will be given at the close of the 
meeting. These times may be extended by mutu-
al agreement. 
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(5) When a Local refers a dispute or grievance to 
Step Three, and the Company replies to this dis-
pute or grievance at this Step, the grievance pro-
cedure shall be considered fully exhausted. 
Within sixty days after the date of such reply, 
the Union may submit such dispute or grievance 
to arbitration in accordance with the provisions 
of Article XVII. 
• 2. Written Replies 
On request, a written reply shall be given to a grievance 
submi tted in writing at any step of the grievance procedure. 
• 3. Procedure for Disciplinary Owes 
(a) Before any penalty is imposed upon any employee 
following Warning Notices, except for discharge for obvi-
ous cause, such employee shall be notified one week in 
advance during which time he may reJcr the matter to the 
Local representative and, if the Local so desires, the mat-
ter may be negotiated with the Management. If no satis-
factory agreement is worked out during die period of such 
notice, the Management shall retain the right to impose 
such penalty pending final settlement of the case. 
(b) In the event it is determined that an employee has 
been improperly penalized, he will be reimbursed for any 
loss of wages sustained as a result of the imposition of the 
penalty. 
• 4. A grievance filed on behalf of a candidate for 
Preferential Placement under Article XXIII which arises 
solely due to the failure of Company management at a 
designated location to select such candidate may be filed 
at Step Three. The Company shall give its final decision 
to the Union in writing after discussions and an opportu-
nity to investigate the facts. 
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ARTICLE XVII 
Arbitration 
• 1. Any grievance which remains unsettled after having 
been fully processed pursuant to the provisions of Article 
XVI, and which involves a disciplinary penalty (including 
discharge.) imposed on or after the effective date of this 
Agreement, which is alleged to have been imposed with-
out just cause, shall be submitted to arbitration upon writ-
ten request of either the Union or the Company, provid-
ed that such request is made within 60 days after the final 
decision of the Company has been given to the Union pur-
suant to Article XVT, Section 1(c) (5). The Union may 
withdraw from arbitration any grievance itsubmits if with-
in ten days from the date the Company advises the Union 
in writing that the grievance so submitted does not, in the 
opinion of the Company, raise an arbitrable issue, the Union 
notifies the Company in writing that it withdraws the 
grievance from arbitration. A failure on the part of the 
Union to withdraw a grievance during said 10 day period 
shall preclude withdrawal at a later date and thereafter all 
questions concerning arbitrability shall be determined in 
accordance with the procedures setforth in Section 2(b) 
of this Article. For the purpose of these proceedings, the 
standard to be applied by an arbitrator to cases involving 
disciplinary penalties (including discharge) is that such 
penalties shall be imposed only for just cause. 
• 2. (a) Within 10 days following a written request for arbi-
tration of a grievance, the Company or the Union may 
request the American Arbitration Association to submit a 
Panel of names from which an arbitrator may be chosen. 
In die selection of an arbitrator and the conduct of any arbi-
tration, the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the 
American Arbitration Association shall control, except that 
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(t) Notwithstanding any provision of such Rules, the 
Association shall have no authority to appoint an 
arbitrator in any matter who has not been approved 
by both parties until and unless the paities have had 
submitted to them at least three Panels of arbitra-
tors and have been unable to select a mutually sat-
isfactory arbitrator therefrom; and 
(it) either party may, if it desires, be represented by 
Counsel. 
(b) It is further expressly understood and agreed thai 
the American Arbitration Association shall have no author-
ity to process a request for arbitration or appoint an arbi-
trator if either party shall advise the Association that the 
grievance desired to be arbitrated does not, in its opin-
ion, raise an arbitrable issue, In such event, the Association 
shall have authority to process the request for arbitration 
and appoint an arbitrator in accordance with its rules only 
after a final judgment of a Court has determined that the 
grievance upon which arbitration has been requested rais-
es arbitrable issues and has directed arbitration of such 
issues. The foregoing part of this Subsection (b) shall not 
be applicable if the request for arbitration involves only 
relief from a disciplinary penalty or discharge alleged to 
have been imposed without just cause. 
• 3. Any arbitration case between the Company and the 
Union which is limited to a disciplinary penalty other than 
discharge is covered by the supplemental arbitration pro-
cedure set forth below: 
(a) The following rules shall apply in cases covered by 
this section: 
(i) The only issue before the arbitrator shall be whether 
the discipline was imposed for just cause. 
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(it) There shall be no transcript of the hearing. 
(iii) There shall be no post-hearing briefs or other writ-
ten arguments by the parties. 
(iv) If either part)' so requests, there shall be a thirty (30) 
minute recess before any closing oral argument 
by the parties. 
(v) The arbitrator shall render an Award without an 
Opinion no more than twenty-four (24) hours after 
the closing of the oral hearing. 
(b) The compensation for an arbitrator for hearing a 
case under this procedure shall be a fee of $1,000.00 for 
each case. The arbitrator shall also be entitled to travel 
expenses in accordance with the regular procedures of the 
American Arbitration Association. 
(c) A special panel of arbitrators shall be established to 
hear cases under this procedure by mutual agreement, of 
the parties. 
(d) Whenever a request for arbitration meets the crite-
ria set forth above, the Association shall designate an arbi-
trator from trie special panel of arbitrators, as provided for 
herein, to hear the case instead of a Pane! Arbitrator, as 
provided for in Section 2 (a) of this Article, as follows: 
(i) Assignments will be made by the American 
Arbitration Association based on the arbitrators' 
geographical proximity, the availability of the arbi-
trators, and the number of aises assigned particu-
lar arbitrators at given locations. No arbitrator will 
be assigned to more than 25% of the cases at a given 
location under this procedure without the mutual 
consent of the parties. 
(ii) A date for a hearing shall be scheduled within sixty 
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(60) days of die appointment of the arbitrator. 
(e) In the event that a party initiating a request to can-
cel or postpone a hearing fails to provide sufficient notice 
to avoid incurring a cancellation fee, and no good cause 
can be shown for the untimely cancellation, such party shall 
be responsible for payment of the applicable fee: 
1-2 weeks prior to hearing date 
50% per diem rate 
less than 1 week prior to hearing date 
100% per diem rate 
• 4. (a) Either party may, during the arbitration hearing, 
request that, the arbitrator decide the matter without an 
opinion, in which event the arbitrator must simply deter-
mine and announce an award without stating any grounds 
or reasons for his decision. The award issued by an arbi-
trator shall be final and binding on the parties, but, to the 
extent that the arbitrator's opinion in support of his award, 
interprets or applies any provision of this Agreement, such 
opinion shall not be considered binding tipon the patties, 
and shall not constitute a precedentfor the purpose of inter-
preting or applying that provision of the Agreement in the 
future. No arbitrator shall have any authority to add to, 
detract from, or in any way alter the provisions of this 
Agreement. 
(b) It is specifically agreed that no arbitrator shall have 
the authority to establish or modify any wage, salary or 
incentive rate, or job classification, or authority to decide 
the appropriate classification of any employee. 
(c) In addition, notwithstanding any contrary provision 
of this Article, (i) no provision of this Agreement or other 
agreements between the parties shall be subject to arbi-
tration pertaining in anyway to the establishment, admin-
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istration, interpretation or application of Insurance or 
Pension Plans in which employees covered by this 
Agreement are eligible to participate; and (ii) no arbitra-
tor shall have the authority to review, revoke, modify, or 
enter any award with respect to, any discipline or discharge 
imposed on employees having less than six months of serv-
ice credits; and provided that nothing in this subsection 
shall limit the authority of an arbitrator with respect to dis-
ciplinary penalties or discharges imposed in violation of 
Section 1 of Article IV. 
(d) The submission to arbitration of any grievance other 
than that specifically mentioned in Section 1 above shall 
be only by mutual consent and joint stipulation of the issue 
to be arbitrated. 
ARTICLE XVIII 
Strikes and Lockouts 
• 1. The Uni on or Local or their representatives will not 
cause or sanction their members to cause or take part in 
any strike, sitdown, stay-in, or slowdown or other stoppage 
of work, in any of the Works of the Company comi ng with-
in the terms of this Agreement: 
(a) In connection with any grievance or dispute until 
all the bargaining steps set forth in the Grievance Procedure, 
Article XVI, shall have been exhausted and the grievance 
or dispute has not been submitted to arbitration or, if sub-
mitted to arbitration, has been withdrawn from arbitration 
in the manner and within the lime limits provided in Article 
XVH. 
In the event the Union should exercise its right to strike 
in accordance with the provisions set forth herein, the 
Company will receive written or telegraphic notice from 
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the Loca! of such strike not less than twenty-four (24) hours 
prior to the commencement of such strike, and the notice 
will specify the exhausted grievance over which the strike 
is being called. Upon receipt by the Company of such strike 
notice, the Company and the Union wil! meet immedi-
ately to discuss the dispute and the contemplated action so 
that management may assess the situation. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing the Local shall not have a right to strike if 
twelve (12) months shall have elapsed after the receipt by 
the Union of the Company's final answer on a cited 
grievance at Step 3 of the Grievance Procedure. 
(b) In connection with any request for modification oraddi-
tiovis to this Agreement, or in connection with general eco-
nomic issues including a request for- general revision of ivages, 
except in accordance with die provisions of Article XXXII. 
• 2. "Hie Company will not lock out any employee or trans-
fer anyjob under dispute from the loca) Works nor will die 
local management take similar action while a disputed 
job is under discussion at any of the steps of the grievance 
procedure set forth in Article XVI, or if the parties agree to 
arbitrate die matter. 
ARTICLE XIX 
Financial Support 
The Company shall not give fi nancial aid to or otherwise 
support any labor organization. This, however, shall not 
prevent both parties to this contract from cooperating and 
exchanging such information essential for the furtherance 
of agreeable relations. 
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ARTICLE XX 
Posting 
The Company will make bulletin boards available for 
the use of the Locals for the posting of notices. All notices 
shall be subject to the Manager's approval and he will also 
arrange for posting. 
ARTICLE XXI 
Traveling Time and Expenses-
• I. Hourly rated and salaried employees on non-exem pt 
jobs traveling at the request of the Company will receive: 
(a) Payment, at the rates applicable had they worked, 
for the time spent in such travel, except that employees 
whose assignment requires one or more overnight stays 
shall be paid an additional hour's pay. Notwithstanding 
the above, no payment shall be made for traveling time 
between the hours of 6:00 PM and 6:00 AM, unless such 
hours are within the employee's regular work schedule or 
for travel time in excess of eight hours in any one day. 
(b) Where travel is by automobile not owned by the 
Company, such transportation expense shall be at rates 
equal to those periodically published by the Internal 
Revenue Service. 
• 2. The employees will be allowed reasonable expenses 
for transportation, meals and hotels. These expenses shall 
be itemized, and submitted to Management for approval. 
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ARTICLE XXU 
Notification and Publicity 
• 1. The Company agrees lo inform the Local and the 
National Officers of any matter not covered by this 
Agreement affecting employees generally, concerning which 
the Union or the Local is the certified collective bargain-
ing representative, as soon as the Foremen are notified. 
• 2. On matters which are being negotiated between the 
Company and the Union or the Local, the Company will 
first give its position to the Union or the respective Local. 
ARTICLE XXffl 
Job and Income Security 
• 1. Definitions 
(a) The terms "plant closing" and "to close a plant" 
mean the announcement and carrying out of a plan to ter-
minate and discontinue eidier all Company operations at 
any plant, seivice shop or other facility or diose Company 
operations which would result in the termination of all 
employees represented by the Union at that location when 
those employees do not have displacement rights. 
Such terms do not refer to the termination and discon-
tinuance of only part of the Company's operations at any 
plant, service shop or other facility (except as specifically 
provided in the paragraph above) nor to the termination 
or discontinuance of all of its former operations coupled 
with tlie announced intention to commence there either 
laiger or smaller other operations. Any employees released 
by such latter changes will be considered as out for lack of 
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work and will be subject to provisions applicable to those 
on layoff. 
Also, such terms do not refer to the transfer or sale of 
such operations to a successor employer who offers con-
tinued employment to Company employees. Company 
employees who are not offered continued employment by 
the Company or by the successor employer will be consid-
ered as out for lack of work and will be subject to provisions 
applicable to those on layoff. 
(b) The term "plant closing date" means the day when 
benefits for and terminations of represented employees 
begin because of a plant closing. 
(c) The terms "transfer of work," "to transfer work," and 
"work transfer" mean the discontinuance of ongoing 
work at one location coupled with the assignment of the 
same work to a different location, including subcontract-
ing the same work to another employer, if such assign-
ment of work would directly cause a decrease in the num-
ber of represented employees performing such work at the 
first location. 
(d) The term "robot" means a programmable, multi-
function manipulator designed to move materials, parts, 
tools or specialized devices through variable programmed 
motions for the performance of a variety of tasks. 
(e) The term "automated manufacturing machine" 
means a device for doing work which has programmable 
controllers (PC), numerical controls (NC), computer 
numerical controls (CNC) or direct numerical controls 
(DNC). ' 
(f) The term "automated office machine" means a 
device for doing office work which is computer-based and 
which includes word processing, data processing, image 
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processing, electronic mail or business and engineering 
graphics devices. 
(g) The term "week's pay" as used in this Article XXI11, 
for a salaried employee shall be the higher of (a) the employ-
ee's normal straight-timt: weekly salary (including any night 
shift bonus) for the last full week worked by him or (b) the 
employee's normal straight-time weekly salary (including any 
night shift bonus) in effect during the last full calendar week 
worked by him during the calendar year preceding the year 
in which his current layoff began. A "week's pay" for an hourly 
employee on daywork shall be calculated by multiplying the 
higher of (a) his straight-time hourly rate (including any 
night shift bonus) which he was paid during tlie last week 
worked by him or (b) his straight-time hourly rate (includ-
ing any night shift bonus) which he was paid during the 
last full calendar week worked by him during the calendar 
year preceding die year in which his current layoff began, 
times tlie number of hours in tlie employee's normal work-
week, up to 40 hours. A "week's pay" for an hourly employ-
ee on incentive shall be calculated by multiplying the high-
er of (a) his average straight-time earning tatc (including any 
night shift bonus) obtained from the last available periodic 
statistics applicable to time worked by him during his last 
week worked or (b) his average straight-lime earning rate 
(including any night shift bonus) obtained from the last avail-
able periodic statistics applicable to time worked by him dur-
ing the calendar year preceding the year in which his cur-
rent layoff began, times tlie number ofhours in the employ-
ee's normal workweek, up to 40 hours. 
(h) The term "Special Early Retirement Option Offset" 
includes the present value of the difference between the 
pension benefits die employee would be eligible to receive 
absent exercise of the Special Early Retirement Option or 
the Plant Closing Pension Option, and the benefits to be 
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received under the Special Early Retirement Option or the 
Plant Closing Pension Option, including the present value 
of any Pension Plan Supplements payable as a result of a 
permanent job loss event as defined in the GE Pension Plan. 
This difference shall be measured from the date of termi-
nation for retirement to the date the individual would be 
otherwise able to receive an unreduced pension. For the 
purpose of determining present value, the interest rate dis-
count assumption used will be whichever of the following 
two interest rates applicable to the first day of the calendar 
year in which the participant retires produces the smaller 
offset (1) the lump sum interest rate for private sector pay-
merits as may be published by the PBGC, or (2) the 
"Applicable Interest Rate" under the GE Pension Plan (cur-
rently the 30-year treasury rate). 
This Special Early Retirement Option Offset shall also 
include an amount attributable to health benefits payable as 
a result of a permanent job loss event as defined in the GE 
Pension Plan. As of January 1, 2003 amount will be calcu-
lated by multiplying $5,189 times the number of whole years 
between the date of termination for retirement and the 
date when first eligible for Medicare. The resulting number 
shall be reduced by a factor equivalent to the percent of 
employee contributions toward the average value of health 
coverage at the time of the Special Early Retirement Option 
or Plant Closing Pension Option election. The $5,189 figure 
shall be adjusted annually based on annual increases in the 
medical component of the Consumer Price Index for all-
urban consumers. The annual adjustment will be made at 
the end of the calendar year based on the year over year 
increases of the October index figures. 
• 2. Pltint Closing 
(a) Central 
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(1) Whenever the Company decides to close a plant, 
the Company shall give notice of its decision to the 
Union, the Local or Locals involved and the employ-
ees concerned. Thereafter, as the Company, in the 
course of such plant closing, no longer has need for 
the work then being done by an employee, his 
employment by the Company may be terminated, 
subject to compliance with the provisions of this 
Section 2. 
(2) Each employee shall be given at least one week's 
advance notice of the specific date of his termination. 
(b) Severance Pay 
(1) An eligible employee whose employment is terminat-
ed because of plant closing shall be entitled to Severance 
Pay in a lump sum, for which he is eligible as described 
below and the full vacation allowance for which he might 
have qualified for thecaleiidar year in which his employ-
ment is terminated and any other accumulated 
allowances due him, provided that after the announce-
ment of intent to close a plant he: 
(i) continues regularly at work at the closing loca-
tion until the specific dale ofhis termination, 
or 
(ii) Fails to continue regularly at work until the 
specific dale ofhis termination due to ver-
ified personal illness, leave of absence, or 
layoff. 
(2) An eligible employee will be similarly eligible for 
Severance Pay and his full vacation allowance if he 
was laid off or was placed on an approved illness 
or injury absence prior to the Company's' 
announcement of intent to close a plant and con-
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tinues on layoff, with protected service, or on illness 
or injur)' absence with protected service until the 
location's plant closing date. 
(3) Also eligible for Severance Pay under this Section 
2 (b) are former employees of a closed location who 
in the period from 18 months to 12 months prior 
to the location's plant closing date were laid off 
and who broke service prior to such date. Except as 
provided in this paragraph, such former employees 
are ineligible for any other benefits payable to active 
employees affected by a plant closing. The paymen t 
of Severance Pay as described herein shall not serve 
to restore service or otherwise affect the benefit sta-
tus of such former employees. 
(4) Such employee may request that his date of termi-
nation be advanced so that he can accept other 
employment and the local management will give 
due regard to this request. 
(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section 2, an 
employee who is affected by plant closing may elect, 
prior to the specific date of his termination for plant 
closing, to be placed on lack of work status. In such 
event, the employee will be paid benefits under 
Section 4 below, in lieu of any and all of the bene-
fits set forth in this Section 2. 
(6) Computation of Severance Pay 
(i) An employee with one or more but less than fif-
teen years of continuous service will, in accor-
dance with the provisions set forth above, be eli-
gible for Severance Pay computed on the basis 
of one and 1/2 weeks' pay for each of the 
employee's full years of continuous service plus 
3/8 of a week's pay for each additional 3 months 
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of continuous service at the time of termina-
tion; provided that the amount of the Severance 
Pay benefit as computed under this paragraph 
shall be subject to a minimum benefit equal 
to 4 weeks' pay. 
(ii) An employee with fifteen or more yeais of con-
tinuous service will, in accordance with the pro-
visions set forth above, be eligible for Severance 
Pay computed on the basis of two weeks' pay 
for each of the employee's full years of con-
tinuous service plus 1/2 of a week's pay for 
each additional 3 months of continuous service 
at the time of termination. 
(7) DejeiralElection 
An employee who elects to receive Severance Pay 
in a lump sum may elect to defer payment of half 
or all of the lump sum until the first month of the 
year following his termination because of a plant 
closing. Once made, such election will be irrevo-
cable. Payment shall be made to the estate of any 
employee electing to defer payment under this 
Section 2(b) (7) if such employee dies before pay-
ment has been made. 
(c) Employment Assistance Program 
To assist employees terminated because of a plant clos-
ing to find new jobs arid to learn new skills, local manage-
ment will establish an Employment Assistance Program fol-
lowing announcement of a decision to close a plant. The 
Employment Assistance Program will include job place-
ment assistance and education and retraining assistance. 
{1) Job Placement Assistance 
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(i) Job Placement Assistance will include job coun-
selling as well asjob information services. Examples 
of such services are counselling in job search and 
interviewing techniques, identification and assess-
ment of skills, and employment application and 
resume preparation as well as providing employ-
ees information on placement, opportunities. 
(ii) Local Union involvement will be encouraged 
in these activities and local management may 
also use the expertise and resources of public 
and private agencies in providing these services. 
(iii) Two (2) employee representatives designated 
by the Local (one such representative in a plant 
of less than 300 represented employees) will 
each be paid by the Company at their respec-
tive rate then prevailing, for approved absences 
from work up to a total of eight (8) hours 
per week to work with local management in 
the establishment and operation of the 
Employment Assistance Program. 
(2) Education and Retraining Assistance 
(i) An employee with one or more years of con-
tinuous service who is terminated as a result 
of a plant closing will be eligible to receive 
Education and Retraining Assistance for cours-
es approved by the Company which contribute 
to or enhance the employee's ability to obtain 
other employment provided that the employ-
ee begins the approved cotirse within one year 
following termination. Approved courses will 
normally be given at schools which are accred-
ited by recognized regional or slate accrediting 
agencies and may include: 
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• Occupational or vocational skill development; 
• Fundamental reading or numerical skill 
improvement; 
• High school diploma or equivalency achieve 
ment; and 
• College level career oriented courses. 
(ii) An employee will be reimbursed up to a maxi-
mum often thousand dollars ($10,000) for 
audiorized expenses which are incurred with-
in three years following termination provided 
a passing grade is received in the course. 
Authorized expenses include verified tuition, 
registration and other compulsory fees, costs of 
necessary books, and otlier required supplies. 
However, if tuition or other authorized expens-
es are covered by government benefits, other 
employers, or scholarships, the Company reim-
bursement will not apply to that portion cov-
ered by such other plan. 
(iii) An employee who elects to receive benefits 
under the Income Extension Aid layoff option 
in lieu of benefits under die Plant Closing sec-
tion of this Article will not be eligible for 
Education and Retraining Assistance. 
(d) Optional Ijocal Plant Closing Termination Agreement 
Because the circumstances in a plant closing will vary in 
terms of employment, location and timing, as-well as otlier 
local considerations, the Local Union and local manage-
ment may negotiate a Special Local Agreement covering 
the plant closing temiination procedure for employees rep-
resented by the Local. Any such agreement shall be in writ-
ing and approved by the Company and die Union at die 
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National level. 
• 3. Retraining and Readjustment Assistance 
(a) Rate Guarantee 
An hourly rated or nonexempt salaried employee whose 
job is directly eliminated by a transfer of work, the discon-
tinuance of a discrete, unreplaced product line, the intro-
duction of a robot, or the introduction of an automated 
manufacturing or office machine shall be paid on anyjob 
to which transferred or reuuicd in i\n. plat'it zt ~ ™te not 
less than the regular hourly daywork rate (average earnings 
exclusive of overtime premium in the case of incentive work-
ers and actual straight-time salary rate in the case of nonex-
empt salaried employees) of the job eliminated for up to 
seventy-eight (78) weeks immediately following the origi-
nal transfer or layoff. In the event that an hourly rated or 
nonexempt salaried employee is displaced due to a reduc-
tion in force within six months of the Company's deci-
sion to subcontract work that would otherwise have been 
performed by the employee had it not been subcontract-
ed, and where such decision did not reduce the number 
of represented employees performing ongoing woric at that 
time, such subsequently displaced employee shall be eli-
gible for rate guarantee under this Section 3(a), effective 
at the time of the displacement 
(b) Special Retirement Bonus 
(1) Ekction 
An hourly rated or nonexempt salaried employ-
ee who is age sixty (60) or older with fifteen (15) 
or more years of continuous service and is 
assigned to a job classification which the 
Company has announced is expected to be 
directly adversely affected by a transfer of work, 
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the discontinuance of a discrete, unreplaced 
product line, the introduction of a robot, or the 
introduction of an automated manufacturing 
or office machine may elect to be considered 
for termination with a. Special Retirement 
Bonus. This election shall be made within fif-
teen (15) days following the Company 
announcement of its decision involving the 
transfer of work, the discontinuance of a dis-
crete, unrcplaced product line, introduction of 
a robot, or introduction of an automated man-
ufacturing or office machine which is expected 
to result in die elimination of certain jobs. 
(2) Procedure 
Eligible employees electing this option will be 
designated by their seniority for a Special 
Retirement Bonus. A termination tinder this 
option will be effective and the Special 
Retirement Borius will be paid when a job in the 
particular job classification to which the eligi-
ble employee is assigned isi directly eliminated 
by the previously announced transfer of work, 
the discontinuance of a discrete, unreplaced 
product line, introduction of a robot, or intro-
duction of an automated manufacturing or 
office machine which directly results in a net 
reduction in the total number of employees 
working in that same job classification. 
(3) Sffecial Payment 
This Special Retirement Bonus shall be $14,000. 
(4) Indirect Bonus Eligibility 
In the event the number of eligible employees 
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electing this option is less than the number of 
employees directly adversely affected by the 
Company's announced action, opportunities 
to elect Special Voluntary Layoff Bonus under 
Section 4(c) shall arise, up to the number of 
positions directly adversely affected by the trans-
fer of work, the discontinuance of a discrete, 
unreplaced product line, or the introduction 
of an automated manufacturing or office 
_ ^ _ _ machine. To be eligible an employee must be 
in a classification tiratirreauced'uuc to dis-
placement as a result of an announced 
Company action described above, and other-
wise meets the criteria established in Section 
4(c). Such displacement is hereby deemed to 
be a reduction of force of indefinite duration. 
(c) Special Placement Procedure 
(1) Election 
An hourly rated or non-exempt salaried employ-
ee whose job is directly eliminated by a transfer 
of work, the discontinuance of a discrete, unre-
placed product foe, the introduction of a robot, 
or the introduction of an automated manu-
facturing machine or office machine may 
request a Special Placement from the eliminated 
job in lieu of placement, displacement or lay-
off under the regular local layoff and rehiring 
procedure. The Special Placement request must 
be made widiin two (2) working days following 
notification to the employee of die regular place-
ment, displacement or layoff. 
(2) Placement 
(i) If a timely request is made, an eligible 
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employee shall be placed, or displace with 
seniority, on an available equal or lower 
rated job classification if the employee has 
the necessary minimum qualifications for 
the job;, provided the Special Placement 
would be on a higher rated job than that 
provided by the regular placement. 
(ii) If an eligible hourly rated employee who 
has made a timely request is unable to be 
placed under Section 3 (c) (2) (i) above, 
such employee shall be placed or displaced 
with seniority, on an equal or lower rated 
job up to the top of the one month pro-
gression schedule without regard to the reg-
ular minimum qualifications for the job; 
provided the Special Placement would be 
on a higher rated job than that provided by 
the regular placement. 
(iii) An employee placed under this Section 3 
(c) is required to achieve normal perfor-
mance within the time period of the regu-
lar progression schedule. 
(d) Optional Local Retraining and Placement Agreement 
Whenever the Company announces a transfer of work, 
the discontinuance of a discrete, unreplaced product line, 
the introduction of a robot or the introduction of an auto-
mated manufacturing or office machine, the Local Union 
and local management may negotiate a Local Retraining 
and Placement Agreement. 
(e) Preferential Placement 
(1) Eligibility 
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An hourly raced or notiexempt salaried employee 
eligible for: (i) Severance Pay under Section 2 or 
(ii) Income Extension Aid ("1EA") resulting from 
being displaced and subject to layoff in the imme-
diate chain of displacement resulting when a job 
is directly eliminated by a transfer of work, the dis-
continuation of a discrete, un replaced product line, 
the introduction of a robot, or the introduction of 
an automated manufacturing or office machine may 
elect, prior to the employee's termination for plant 
closing or layoff, and up to thirty (30) days there-
after (except where the laid off employee has elect-
ed to receive his 1EA in lump sum), to be placed 
in a Preferential Placement staais, 
(2) Election Procedure 
To eject Preferential Placement the etnpioyee .shall 
designate up to five (5) domestic General Electric 
Company manufacturing plant, service shop or dis-
tribution center locations on forms provided exclu-
sively by the Company. Effective January 1,2004, 
the term "locations" used in the prior sentence shall 
be construed for the sole purpose of (his paragraph 
to include like locations maintained by GE affiliates 
participating in the GE Job and Income Security 
Plan for Hourly Employees and the GE Job and 
Income Security Plan for Nbnexempt Employees. 
The election of Preferential Placement status will 
be effective for three years. This election will not 
affect an individual's continuity of senice. Indniduais 
who have made this election will be placed in 
Preferential Placement status either: (i) on their 
designated termination date for plant closing, or 
(ii) on their layoff date. Individuals otherwise eli-
gible for Preferential Placement may request, fol-
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lowing the conclusion of decision bargaining, that 
their plant closing or layoff date be advanced in 
order to assume Preferential Placement and accept 
placement prior to their anticipated plant closing 
or layoff date. Local management shall give due 
regard to such request. Up to three location sub-
stitutions to those designated will be permitted dur-
ing the three year eligibility period. Locations which 
are opened or closed during this eligibility period 
may be added or eliminated from the designated 
locations and shall nolbe considered one of the 
three substitutions, provided however that no more 
than three locations may be designated at any one 
time. All such substitutions shall be made on forms 
provided by the Company. 
(3) Placement Standard 
Individuals in Preferential Placement status will be 
given preference, to die extent practical, over new 
hires foi job openings at the locations designated 
by them in order of their length of continuity of ser-
vice when they possess the neeessaryjob qualifica-
tions established by the hiring location. The term 
"necessaryjob qualifications^ shall be applied based 
on tile upgrade standard for jobs above entry level. 
For entry level jobs in die One Month Progression 
Schedule the term "neeessaryjob qualifications" 
shall !>e the standard a current employee at the loca-
tion must meet to be placed in the entry level job. 
Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph,. 
Preferential Placement candidates applying for entry 
level positions in the One Month Progression 
Schedule with 25 years or more of continuous ser-
vice shall be provisionally placed in such positions 
for up to three months. Such candidate must either 
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demonstrate satisfactory progress in performing the 
entry level duties or perform such duties at a fully 
satisfactory level by the end of this provisional place-
ment period. Failure to so demonstrate or perform 
will result in the candidate's removal from provi-
sional placement. The candidate will then contin-
ue in Preferential Placement status as if such provi-
sional placement had not occurred. The adminis-
trative removal of provisionally placed Preferential 
Placement candidates shall not be subject to arbi-
tration, 
(4) Benefits While in Preferential Placement Status 
While in Preferential Placement status, an eligible 
employee will be paid IEA or lEA-type layoff bene-
fits under the procedures set forth in Section 
4(b) (1) (i) of this Article up to the amount, as appli-
cable, of either: (i) the employee's eligibility for 
Severance Pay under Section 2 (b) (6) of this Article 
or, (ii) the employee's eligibility for IEA under 
Section 4 (a) (1) of this Article. For those employ-
ees affected by a Plant Closing, if at the end of the 
thirty (30) day period the employee does not elect 
to participate in Preferential Placement, the amount 
of Severance Pay available under Section 2, less any 
amount paid in IEA-type benefits, will be paid in 
lump sum and the employee will terminate service. 
Such payments shall be in lieu of any and all other 
benefits set forth in the applicable Section 2 or 
Section 3 of this Article; provided, however, that an 
eligible employee affected by a plant closing may 
receive reimbursement for authorized expenses 
incurred pursuant to Section 2 (c) (2) respecting 
courses registered for within one year, and com-
pleted within three years, of the employee's schcd-
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uled plant closing date, and an eligible employee 
electing Preferential Placement from layoffstatus is 
eligible to participate in the Individual Development 
Program. 
(5) Seniority 
Individuals placed or re-employed under this Section 
3 (e) will have seniority for the purpose of subse-
quent layoff, recall, upgrading and other seniority 
purposes at their new location based upon the estab-
lished seniority procedures and practices at their 
new location. Once placed through Preferential 
Placement, an employee will not be eligible for recall 
to his former location except in the event he is laid 
off or terminated by a plant closing at his new loca-
tion. If laid off, or terminated due to plant closing, 
at the location at which he was placed, recall rights 
will be reinstated for the remainder of the original 
recall period. 
(6) Relocation Assistance 
If an individuid who elected Preferential Placement 
is placed or re-employed under this Section 3 (e) 
within three (3) years from, as applicable, that indi-
vidual's designated date of termination for plant 
closing or layoff date, that employee shall be eligi-
ble for reimbursement for substantiated reasonable 
and necessary relocation expenses to the new loca-
tion up to a maximum of $3,000 for individual 
employees without dependents or $6,000 for employ-
ees with dependents living in the employee's home 
(as verified by federal income tax returns). An eli-
gible individual who has elected Preferential 
Placement is eligible for reimbursement of docu-
mented expenses up to $175 per visit incurred for 
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the purpose of attending approved selection pro-
cedures established by the designated locations. 
(7) Residual Benefits 
rf an employee who elected Preferential Placement 
is not placed or re-employed by the Company with-
in one year from that individual's designated date 
of, as applicable, (i) termination for plant closing 
or (ii) layoff, that individual will, as appropriate, be 
deemed either: to have been terminated as of that 
individual's respective date of termination for plant 
dosing and paid the Severance Pay the individual 
would have received under Section 2 (b) (fi) if the 
Preferential Placement status had not been elect-
ed, less any IEA-type benefits paid under paragraph 
4 of this Section 3 (e), or break service and be paid 
any remaining IEA under Section 4 (a) (1), less any 
IEA benefits paid under paragraph 4 of this Section 
3 (e). If placed or re-employed from Preferential 
Placement status, weekly IEA-type or weekly IEA lay-
off benefits need not be repaid in order to restore 
eligibility for future layoff benefits based on prior 
service. 
(8) Termination of Preferential Placement Rights at a 
Selected Location 
An individual on Preferential Placement shall admin-
istratively forfeit placement opportunities at a select-
ed location for repeated failure to make good faith 
efforts to respond to opportunities for placement 
consideration. Examples of such failure include: 
- Rejecting an interview or offer of employment 
- Failing to respond to a scheduled selection 
procedure without adequate notice 
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(9) Termination of Preferential Placement Status 
Preferential Placement status will terminate upon 
the earlier of any of the following occurrences: 
(i) recall at the work location that gave rise to the pref-
erential placement status prior to placement, 
(ii) placement at a designated preferential placement 
location, 
(iii) acceptance of ajob offer and failure to report as 
scheduled without satisfactory explanation, 
(iv) refusal of three preferential placement job offers, 
(v) the lapsing of three years since the election of this 
status. 
Individuals placed under this Section 3(e) and there-
after laid off within eighteen months may, notwith-
standing normal eligibility requirements, elect 
Preferential Placement. 
• 4. Income Extension Aid 
(a) Computation of Income Extension Aid 
(1) An employee with one or more years of con-
tinuous service will, in accordance with the pro-
visions hereinafter set forth, have available 
Income Extension Aid computed on the basis 
of one week's pay for each of the employee's 
full years of continuous service plus 1 / 4 of a 
week's pay for each additional 3 mon ths of con-
tin uous service at the time of layoff. 
(2) If the amount oflncome Extension Aid avail-
able to any employee as computed in Subsection 
(a) (1) has been reduced by payments under 
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any of the options below, then, providing he has 
returned to work from layoff, the total amount 
available as described in Subsection (a) (1) shall 
be automatically restored. This Subsection (2) 
shall not apply where payments have been made 
under Section 4(b)(l)(ii i) or under Plant 
Closing Section 2 where the employee is rehired 
within 6 months of termination, except that 
when an employee makes repayment of bene-
fits paid under such Section 4(b)(l)(ii i) or 
Section 2, this Subsection (a) (2) .shall apply 
when he returns to work with respect to a sub-
sequent layoff. 
(3) Minimum Benefit 
The amount of the Income Extension Aid ben-
efit as computed under Section 4(a) (1) shall be 
subject to a minimum benefit equal to 4 weeks 
pay. An employee laid off while in the process 
of senice restoration under Article VII, Section 
2 shall qualify for the minimum benefit so long 
as his or her total service credits (including cred-
its not yet restored) equal 12 months. 
(b) Benefits Available at layoff 
(1) An eligible employee laid off for lack of work 
• may elect from the following: 
(i) The employee, while on layoff from the 
Company and so long as he is unemployed, 
may elect to receive a weekly payment from 
the Income Extension Aid payable to him, 
in such amounts and upon such conditions 
as set forth in litis subsection. 
Prior to the exhaustion of his entitlements 
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to federal and state unemployment com-
pensation benefits, the weekly payment shall 
be in that amount (if any) which, when 
added to the total federal and state unem-
ployment compensation benefits received 
for that week, equals seventy-five percent of 
his weekly pay as defined in Section 1 (g), 
provided, however, that payment shall be 
made only if the employee has applied for 
and received unemployment compensa-
tion benefits for that week and only if he 
has provided the Company with satisfac-
tory proof of the total of such benefits 
received for the week. In the event an 
employee seeking benefits under this 
Section 4 is denied unemployment com-
pensation payment in whole or in part, sole-
ly because of a disability arising more than 
31 days following layoff renclering the 
employee unable to work, or due to the 
receipt of public or private retirement 
income, because of insufficient earnings to 
establish uncmploymcntcompcnsation eli-
gibility or because unemployment com-
pensation benefits have been exhausted for 
the base year, that employee shall be enti-
tled to weekly IEA payment as though there 
had been no such unemployment com-
pensation disqualification. 
After exhaustion of his entitlements to fed-
eral and state unemployment compensa-
tion benefits, the weekly payment shall be 
in that amount which equals seventy-five 
percent of his weekly pay as defined in 
Section 1 (g). Payments shall be made only 
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if the employee certifies that he is still unem-
ployed and they shall continue only until 
the full amount for which the employee 
qualifies under Section 4(a) is paid. 
Payments (in such amount and upon such 
conditions as set Forth above) may also be 
made to an employee on layoff while he is 
unemployed and attending a recognized 
trade or professional school or training 
course under the GE Individual 
Development Program, attendance at which 
makes him ineligible for state or federal 
unemployment compensation benefits. The 
percentage changes in this Section 
4(b) (l)(i) shall be effective 10/1/97. 
(ii) In any event, at the end of one year on lay-
off, or upon termination of continuity of 
service due to voluntary retirement, any bal-
ance in the Income Extension Aid available 
to him not theretofore paid will be paid in 
a lump sum to the employee. 
(iii) As a special option, an employee may, with 
the approval of local management, which 
approval shall not be unreasonably with-
held, elect to receive die total amount of 
the Income Extension Aid and any vacation 
or other accumulated allowances due, and 
at the time of such payment, terminate 
employment and thus forego recall rights. 
(2) Income Extension payments made under 
Subsections (b) (1) (i) and (ii), above, shall not 
affect service credits previously accumulated, 
continuity of service and recall rights. It will not 
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be necessary for an employee to repay any 
Income Extension Aid payable under said 
Subsections (b)(1) (i) and (ii) above. 
(3) In the event an employee elects, as provided for 
in Section 7(a) of Article VIII of this Agreement 
with respect to a scheduled shutdown period, 
to take the time off without pay as though on 
a temporary layoff, the employee shall not be 
eligible for Income Extension Aid for that sched-
uled shutdown period. 
(c) Special Voluntary Ijiynff Bonus 
Whenever the Company announces an indefinite 
reduction in force, a Special Voluntary LayofTBonus 
opportunity will exist. To be eligible an employee 
must be age sixty (60) or older, have fifteen (15) 
years of continuous service, be in a specific job clas-
sification direcdy adversely affected, and must have 
filed a request to be considered at least fifteen (15) 
days in advance of the announcement of the indef-
inite reduction in force. To the extent s\ich requests 
exceed the number of affected jobs in each classi-
fication, selection will be on the basis of seniority. 
Alternatively, in the event that (lie number of eligi-
ble employees electing this option is less than the 
number of employees directly adversely affected, 
secondary opportunities, up to the total number of 
positions directly adversely affected, shall lie avail-
able to eligible employees in classifications affected 
by displacements resulting from the indefinite reduc-
tion in force. Employees selected for a Special 
Voluntary Layoff Bonus must confirm their accep-
tance immediately following the Company's offer 
of the Special Voluntary Layoff Bonus. Employees 
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accepting a Special Voluntary Layoff Bonus will 
receive a lump sum payment of $14,000 in lieu of 
any oilier payment under this Article and will ter-
minate service with the Company. 
• 5. Notice, Bargaining and Information Requirements 
This Section sets forth the full obligations of the Company 
with regard to notice, bargaining with and infonnation to 
the Union concerning plant closing, work transfer, sub-
contracting and the installation of robots or automated 
manufacturing or office machines. 
(a) Plant Closing 
(1) Notice 
The Company will give notice of its intent to close 
a manufacturing plant, service shop or distribu-
tion center a minimum of one year in advance of 
the plant closing date to the Union, the Local 
involved and to employees concerned. Such notice 
will include identification of the plant to be closed, 
the Local involved and the date when term inations 
of represented employees because of the plant clos-
ing are expected to begin. 
(2) Bargaining 
If the Local requests decision bargaining within 
ten (10) working days following a Company notice of 
intent to close a manufacturing plant, service shop, 
or distribution center, the Company will be available 
to meet with the Local within five(5) working da)? of 
such request and the bargaining period shall con-
tinue for up to axty(60) calendar clays from the date 
of the Company notice of intent to close the plant 
unless this period is extended by mutual agreement. 
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The Company will make a decision whether or not 
to close the plant after this bargaining period. 
(3) Information 
If information is requested by the Local for bargain-
ing provided for in Section 5(a)(2) of this Article, the 
Company will promptly make the following infor-
mation available to the Local for such bargaining. 
This information will specifically include the express 
reason(s) for intending to close the plant and, where 
employment cost is a significant factor, the related 
wages, payroll allowances and employee benefits 
expenses of represented employees at the plant 
• intended to be closed. This information will be treat-
ed as confidential by the Local. 
(b) Transfer of Ongoing Production Work 
(1) Notice 
The Company will give notice of its intent to transfer 
ongoing production work a minimum of six(6) 
months in advance of the effective date of the work 
Uansfer to the Local involved. Such notice will include 
identification of the work to be transferred, the expect-
ed decrease in the number of represented employ-
ees as a direct consequence of the transfer of work 
and the anticipated date of the transfer of work. 
(2) Bargaining 
If the Local requests decision bargaining within 
ten (10) working days following a Company notice of 
intent to transfer ongoing production work, the 
Company will be available to meet with the Local with-
in five (5) working days of such request and the bar-
gaining period shall continue for up to sixty(60) cal-
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endar days from the date of the Company notice of 
intent to transfer the work unless the period is extend-
ed by mutual agreement. The Company will make 
a decision whether or not to transfer such work after 
this bargaining period. 
(3) Information 
If information is requested by the Local for bar-
gaining provided for in Section 5(b) (2) of this 
Article, the Company will prompdy make the fol-
lowing information available to the Local for such 
bargaining. The information will specifically include 
the express reason (s) for intending to transfer the 
work. Where cost is a significant factor in the 
Company's intent to transfer the work, the Company 
will provide the Local with a cost comparison 
between the production cost of the work to be trans-
ferred and the projected cost to the Company of 
having the work performed elsewhere. Likewise, 
the Company will also provide the related wages, 
payroll allowances and employee benefits expens-
es of represented employees for the work intended 
to be transferred and of their counterparts who 
would be assigned the work. This information will 
be treated as confidential by the Local. 
(c) Transfer of Nonproditction Work 
(1) Notice 
The Company will give notice of its intent to trans-
fer nonproduction work, or subcontract nonpro-
duction work at the same plant location or else-
where if such subcontracting of work would direct-
ly cause a decrease in the number of represented 
employees performing such work, a minimum of 
sixty (60) calendar days in advance of the effective 
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date of the work transfer or subcontracting to the 
Local involved. In the case of transfers of work or 
subcontracting that would direcdy cause a decrease 
of more than 50 represented employees perform-
ing such work, the notice period will be six (6) 
months. Such notice will include identificiition of 
the work to be transferred or subcontracted, the 
expected decrease in the number of represented 
employees as a direct consequence of the transfer 
of work or subcontracting and the anticipated date 
of the transfer of work or subcontracting. 
(2) Bargaining 
If the Local requests decision bargaining within 
ten (10) working days following a Company notice 
of intent to subcontract or transfer nonproduction 
work, the Company will be available to meet with 
the Local within five(5) working days of such request 
and the bargaining period shall continue for up 
to forty-five (45) calendar days from the date of the 
Company notice of intent to subcontract or trans-
fer the work unless this period is extended by mutu-
al agreement. This bargaining period shall contin-
ue for up to sixty (60) days instead of forty-five (45) 
days in cases where the subcontract or transfer of 
nonproduction work would directly cause a decrease 
of more than fifty (50) represented employees per-
forming such work. The Company will make a deci-
sion whether or not to subcontract or transfer such 
work after this bargaining period. 
(3) Information 
If information is requested by the Local for bar-
gaining provided for in Section 5(c)(2) of this 
Article, the Company will promptly make the fol-
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lowing information available to the Local tor such 
bargaining. The information will specifically include 
the express reason (s) for intending to subcontract 
or transfer the work. Where cost is a significan t fac-
tor in the Company's intent to transfer the work, the 
Company will provide the Local with a cost com-
partson between the cost of the nonproduction work 
to be transferred and the projected cost to the 
Company of having the work subcontracted or per-
formed elsewhere. Likewise, the Company will also 
provide the related wages, payroll allowances and 
employee benefits expenses of represented employ-
ees for the work intended to be subcontracted or 
transferred and of their counterparts who would be 
assigned the work. This information will be treated 
as confidential by the Local. 
(d) Subcontracting of Trades Work at Plant Jjocation 
(!) Notice 
The Company will give notice to the Local of its 
intent to subcontract trades work, where the work 
will be done by a subcontractor at the same plant 
location or elsewhere and there is no decrease in 
the number of represented employees performing 
such trades work, before finalization of the pro-
posed action provided that the work is of a nature 
that is normally performed by trades workers (main-
tenance, tool & die, and other similar classifica-
tions). Notice will not be required in emergency sit-
uations. 
(2) Bargaining 
If the Local requests bargaining concerning such 
subcontracting, the Company will promptly meet 
and discuss its plans with die Local. However, in no 
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event will the Company be obligated to withhold 
the effectuation of the proposed subcontracting for 
more than twenty-one (21) calendar days from the 
date of the notification to the Local. 
(3) Information 
If information is requested by the Local for bar-
gaining provided for in Section 5(d)(2) of this 
Article, the Company will prompdy make the fol-
lowing information available to the Local for such 
bargaining. This information will specifically include 
• the express reason (s) for intending to subcontract 
the work and, where employment cost is a signifi-
cant factor, comparative related wages, payroll 
allowances and employee benefits expenses of rep-
resented employees for the work intended to be sub-
contracted and of their counterparts who would be 
assigned the work. This bargaining information will 
be treated as confidential by the Local. 
(e) Installation of Robots or A utomated Man ufacturing or 
Office Machines 
With respect to the installation of robots or auto-
mated manufacturing or office machines, the 
Company will give a minimum of sixty (60) days' 
notice to die Local involved before the use of a robot 
or an automated manufacturing or office machine 
in a work area. Such notice will include a descrip 
tion of the function of the device, identification of 
the work involved, the expected decrease in the 
number of represented employees as a direct con-
sequence of the use of the device and the antici-
pated date of the use of the device. ' 
(f) The Company will notify the Local in writing of its 
decision to utilize a subcontractor, where the work 
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of the type regularly performed by bargaining unit 
employees will be done by a subcontractor at anoth-
er location and there is no decrease in the number 
of represented employees performing like work. 
The notice will give a general description of the work 
and state the express reasons for subcontracting the 
work. 
6. Job Preservation 
(a) Decision Bargaining Guarantee 
In the event the Company announces its intention 
to close a plant under Section 5 (a), and following 
decision bargaining the Com pany retracts or mod-
ifies its announced intention based on a counter-
proposal offered by the union to preserve jobs, such 
preserved jobs shall be excluded from further impact 
under Section 5 (a) for the earlier of three years 
or the dura tion of this Agreement and, in any case, 
for at least 12 months, in the event the Company 
announces its intention to transfer Ongoing 
Production Work under Section 5 (b), or transfer 
Nonproduction Work under Section 5 (c) and, fol-
lowing decision bargaining the Company retracts 
or modifies its announced intention based on a 
counter-proposal offered by the union to preserve 
jobs, such preserved jobs shall be excluded from fur-
ther impact under Section 5(b) and Section 5(c) 
for the earlier of three years or the duration of this 
Agreement and, in any case, For at least 12 months. 
Following the expiration of the Contract, such pre-
served jobs shall be subject to subsequent announce-
ments of intent and decision bargaining in con-
formance with Section 5. 
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(b) Job Preservation Steering Committee 
The Company recognizes the importance ofjob 
security to the Union and acknowledges that sub-
contracting work and the introduction of enhanced 
technology, while enabling the Company to succeed 
in the many competitive environments in which it 
oper.ites, may result in a decrease in General Electric 
Companyjobs. In order to balance competitive 
realities with the Union's interest, in protectingjobs, 
the Company and Union will establish ajointjob 
Preservation Steering Committee at each Company 
location employing over 50 bargaining unit employ-
ees to meet and discuss issues such as: 
• Opportunities for job creation 
• Potential plant closing, outsourcing/subcon-
tracting and work transfers, including situations 
where there is no direct decrease in the number 
of represented employees 
• Training for anticipated technology changes 
• Work practices and local agreements to increase 
efficiency 
• Investment plans and potential impact on jobs 
Upon request the Steering Committees will meet 
on a quarterly basis. Union representation on the 
Steering Committee will be determined solely by 
the Union and will be restricted to a maximum of 
2 representatives for the first 50 to 500 bargaining 
unit employees, and 1 for each additional 500 unit 
employees up to a maximum of 6 representatives in 
total. Such representatives will be compensated at 
their regular rate for up to four hours for time spent 
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participating in the quarterly Steering Committee 
meetings. This Steering Committee structure is not 
intended to displace the workings of other on-going 
union-management activities, including the 
grievance procedure and the decision bargaining 
provisions of Article XXIII, which exist at each plant 
location. 
The Company and the Union mutually agree to 
encourage Local management and Local unions at 
every covered location to fully participate in the 
Steering Committee discussions in order to preserve 
and create jobs. Recognizing that there may be 
some issues that would benefit from the presence 
of representatives from the Company and the Union, 
the Company agrees to consider requests for par-
ticipation by the Company and Union representa-
tives at specific local job preservation committee 
meetings on keyjob preservation issues identified 
by the Union. 
It is recognized by the Company and the Union that 
locations not meeting the 50 employee threshold 
may have job preservation issues that would justify 
conductingjob preservation meetings on a period-
ic basis. Local management and the Local union 
are authorized to hold such meetings where a need 
exists. 
The Company and the Union recognize the value 
of holding periodic meetings at the business level 
to discuss the state of the business and future plans 
that may impact employees represented by the 
Union. To that end, the Company and the Union 
will develop a process to conduct semi-annual meet-
ings at the business level for this purpose. 
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(c) Job Preservation Guarantee 
In the event that the Company decides not to pur-
sue potential outsourcing and work transfer reviewed 
in ajob Preservation Steering Committee as a result 
of proposals made by the union, the jobs that would 
have been direcdy impacted by the potential out-
sourcing or work transfer shall be excluded from 
further impact under Section 5 for the earlier of 
three years or the duration of this Agreement but, 
in any case, for at least 12 months provided the 
Company and the Local agree in writing on the 
specific jobs that were preserved by the union's pro-
posals. 
• 7. Vested Rights Under Pension Plan 
The receipt of Income Extension Aid, Severance Pay, or 
a rate guarantee will not affect any rights the employee may 
have under the Vesting Provision of die Pension Plan. 
• 8. Lump Sum Payments 
Service credits previously accumulated, continuity of ser-
vice, and recall rights will be lost upon receipt by the employ-
ee of an Income Extension Aid payment in lump sum under 
Section 4(b) (1) (iii), special termination payments under 
this Article, or payment of Severance Pay under the Plant 
Closing Section 2. However, an employee eligible for such 
a payment, who is within one year of reaching optional 
retirement at age 60 under the GE Pension Plan, shall retain 
such previously accumulated service credits and continuity 
of service until such employee reaches optional retirement 
age notwithstanding the receipt of such a payment unless 
the employee retires before electing optional retirement 
at age 60. 
In the event of a subsequent rehire as a "new" employ-
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ee within a period of time which does not exceed the length 
of prior service, service credits and recall rights previously 
lost shall be automatically restored provided repayment of 
die Income Extension Aid is made by the employee with-
in a reasonable time after rehire. No such repayment, how-
ever, shall be required if the rehire date is more than one 
year from the date of termination which resulted from 
the ejection of a lump sum payment under Section 
4(b){l)(iii) or the special termination payments under 
Section 3(b) or Section 4(c). 
Service credits, continuity of service and recall rights lost 
at terminadon upon receipt of pajments under Plant Closing 
Section 2, shall be restored automatically without repayment 
in the event of subsequent rehire more than 6 months after 
such termination. An employee who having received pay-
ments under Plant Closing Section 2, is rehired 6 months or 
less after his termination and who has made arrangements 
satisfactory to the Company providing for repayment shall, 
during such time as he is not in default of stich arrange-
ments and for the purpose only of layoff and recall, be 
deemed to possess the service credits, continuity of service 
and recall rights to be restored to him upon full repayment 
• 9. Non-Duplimtion 
If any part of an employee's continuous service is used as 
the basis for an actual payment under any of the options 
of the Income Extension Aid or Severance Pay arrangement 
that part of his continuous service may not be used again 
for such purpose, either during that period of layoff or any 
subsequent period oflayoff or plant closing, unless repay-
ment has been made as provided in Section 7, above. 
Where an indefinite reduction in force triggers eligibil-
ity for benefits under this Article, the designation of indi-
viduals who may exercise the benefits under this Article will 
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be based on the integrated order of (heir seniority so that 
the number of employees electing benefits does not exceed 
the net number of positions eliminated, 
Employees, eligible for a benefit under this Article either 
by designation or by election, may exercise only one sever-
ance or layoff benefit. Employees who have exercised the 
Special Early Retirement Option or Plant Closing Pension 
Option under the Pension Plan shall have the Special Early 
Retirement Option Offset deducted from any severance or 
layoff benefit otherwise due under this Article. 
MM. Other 
Tlie provisions of this Article shall not be applicable where 
the Company decides to close a plant or lay off an employee 
because of the Company's inability to secure production, or 
carry on its operations, as a consequence of a strike, slow-
down or other interference with or interruption with work 
participated in by employees in a Company plant, service 
shop or other facility. However, the operation of this Section 
shall not affect the rights or benefits already provided here-
under to an employee laid off for lack of work prior to the 
commencement of any such strike, interference or inter-
ruption. 
• 11. A grievance arising under this article may be processed 
in accordance with the grievance procedure set forth in 
Article XVI. However, no matter or controversy concerning 
the provisions of this Article or the interpretation or appli-
cation thereof shall be subject to arbitration under the pro-
visions of Article XVII hereof, except by mutual agreement. 
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ARTICLE XXIV 
Jury Duty 
• 1. When an hourly paid employee is called for service 
as a juror, he will be paid upon proof of service the amount 
of straight time earnings lost by him by reason of such ser-
vice, up to a limit of 8 hours per day and 40 hours per week, 
• 2. When a salaried employee is called for service as a 
juror, he will continue to be paid his normal straight time 
salary during the period of such service. 
• 3. Similar pay as specified in Sections 1 and 2 will be 
granted to an employee who loses time from work because 
of his appearance in court pursuant to proper subpoena, 
except when he is either a plaintiff, defendan t or other party 
to the court proceeding. 
ARTICLE XXV 
Military Pay Differential 
An employee with 30 days or more of service credits 
attending annual encampments of or training duty in the 
Armed Forces, State or National Guard or U.S. Reserves 
shall be granted a military pay differential, computed as set 
forth below, for a period of up to 17 days of such military 
service, during each calendar year. The employee shall 
be granted service credits for such 17 day period or portion 
thereof during which he is absent. Such military pay dif-
ferential shall be the amount by which the employee's nor-
mal straight-time wages or salary, calculated on the basis of 
a workweek up to a maximum of 40 hours, which the 
employee has lost by virtue of such absence, exceeds any 
pay received for such absence from the Federal or State 
Government, recalculated to exclude the Government pay 
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applicable to Saturdays and Sundays. Saturdays and Sundays 
shall be counted in computing the 17 day period. Such 
items as subsistence, rental and travel allowance shall not 
be included in determining pay received from the 
Government. 
An employee with 30 days or more of service credits 
who does not exhaust the 17 calendar day period during 
the calendar year for his annual encampment or training 
duty and who is required during the same calendar year to 
attend a weekend period of training shall be granted a 
military pay differential provided that (he 17 calendar day 
period of military service in the same calendar year is not 
exceeded. Such military pay differential shall be the amount 
by which the employee's normal straight time pay, calcu-
lated on the basis of a nonpremium workday, up to a max-
imum of eight (8) hours, which the employee has lost by 
virtue of such absence, exceeds any pay received for such 
day or days of absence from the Federal or State 
Goveninient, recalculated to exclude the Government pay 
applicable to Saturdays and Sundays. Saturdays and Sundays 
shall be counted for the purpose of determining the extent 
to which the 17 calendar days of military service have been 
utilized in the same manner as annual encampment or 
training duty. 
An employee with 30 days or more of service credits, who 
is called out by the National Guard or the U.S. Reserves 
to perform temporary emergency duty (other than duty 
under an order by the President or Congress activating 
members or units of the Reserves or National Guard) due 
to a fire, flood or domestic civil disturbance, or other such 
disaster will be paid a military pay differentia! calculated as 
described above, for the pay lost by reason of such emer-
gency duty, for a period not to exceed eight weeks in any 
calendar year, and shall be granted service credits for such 
absence up to eight weeks. 
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An employee who has less titan SO days of service cred-
its may also be ahsentfor the reasons and periods set forth 
above without deduction of service credits for such absence, 
but shall not be eligible for the military pay differential. 
Employees will be permitted to take a vacation and attend 
a military encampment at separate times and be granted 
both a vacation pay allowance and a military pay differen-
tial. However, an employee may not receive a vacation pay 
allowance and a military pay differen tial for the same peri-
od, An employee may, however, receive a military pay dif-
ferential for the period, if any, by which the time spent in 
such encampment exceeds such vacation, but not exceed-
ing the maximums specified above. 
ARTICLE XXVI 
Absence for Death in Family 
An hourly paid employee with 30 days or more of ser-
vice credits who is absent from work solely because of the 
death and funeral of his or her spouse, child, stepchild, 
stepbrother, stepsister, foster child (if living in the employ-
ee's home), grandchild, stepgrandchild, son-in-law, daugh-
ter-in-law, parent, stepparent, grandparent, stepgrandpar-
ent, grandparent-in-law, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sis-
ter-in-law, mother-in-law or father-in-law, will be compen-
sated, on the basis of his average straight-time earnings, for 
the time lost by him from his regular schedule by reason of 
such absence, for three days for each such absence and up 
to eight hours per day. In the event of death of the employ-
ee's spouse, child, parent or stepparent, stepchild or foster 
child, an additional two days absence (up to eight hours 
per day) shall be allowed. 
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ARTICLE XXVII 
Sick and Personal Pay 
B 1. An hourly employee with one or more years of con-
tinuous service, absent because of (a) personal business, or 
(b) personal illness for which weekly disability benefits 
are not payable under the General Electric Insurance Plan, 
or under Workmen's Compensation, will be paid Sick and 
Personal Pay for each absence of an hour or longer, up to 
the number of hours applicable in accordance with the fol-
lowing schedule: 
Maximum Hours of 
Sick and Personal Pay for 
Continuous Service Each Calendar Year 
1 through 9 years 16 hours 
10 through 14 years 24 hours 
15 through 24 years • S2 hours 
25 years and over 40 hours 
Sick and Personal Pay for absences of an hour or longer 
shall he compensated based on the actual scheduled hours 
of work during which the employee was absent, not to exceed 
the above maximums based on continuous service. 
An employee may seek approval from his Manager to 
utilize Sick and Personal Pay for absences due to an observed 
holiday or tern porary layoff. Managemen t approval, as pro-
vided herein, will not be unreasonably withheld. An employ-
ee is expected to notify his Manager in advance of the 
absence whenever possible, in order that the Manager may 
have an opportunity to arrange for a replacement or to 
reschedule the work. 
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ARTICLE XXVII 
Sick and Personal Pay 
• 1. An hourly employee with one or more years of con-
tinuous service, absent because of (a) personal business, or 
(b) personal illness for which weekly disability benefits 
are not payable under the General Electric Insurance Plan, 
or under Workmen's Compensation, will be paid Sick and 
Personal Pay for each absence of an hour or longer, up to 
the number of hours applicable in accordance with the fol-
lowing schedule: 
Maximum Hours of 
Sick and Personal Pay for 
Continuous Service Each Calendar Year 
1 through 9 years 16 hours 
10 through 14 years 24 hours 
15 through 24 years - 32 hours 
25 years and over 40 hours 
Sick and Personal Pay for absences of an hour or longer 
shall be compensated based on the actual scheduled hours 
of work during which the employee was absent, not to exceed 
the above maximums based on continuous service. 
An employee may seek approval from his Manager to 
utilize Sick and Personal Pay for absences due to an observed 
holiday or temporary layoff. Management approval, as pro-
vided herein, will not be unreasonably withheld. An employ-
ee is expected to notify his Manager in advance of the 
absence whenever possible, in order that the Manager may 
have an opportunity to arrange for a replacement or to 
reschedule the work. 
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• 2. Accumulation of Sick and Personal Pay 
An employee who has any unused Sick and Personal Pay 
remaining at the end of a calendar year may elect during 
the Open Enrollment Period of each year to accumulate 
such unused Sick and Personal Pay, up to a maximum of 
two hundred and forty (240) hours, and have such pay car-
ried forward to the following calendar year for use in the 
event of approved absences. Absent such an election, all 
unused Sick and Personal Pay attributable to the current 
year will be paid as an allowance in February at the rates in 
effect during the pay period including December 31 of 
the prior calendar year including, if applicable, night shift 
bonus for employees who are regularly scheduled on a night 
shift Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section 
1, an employee who is otherwise eligible for Short Term 
Disability benefits under the GE life, Disability and Medical 
Plan may be retained at full pay during an extended absence 
due to illness or injury, to the extent possible, by combining 
any accumulated pay under this Section with Short Term 
Disability benefits. Such an employee may restore eligibili-
ty for Sick and Personal Pay earned and expended in a given 
year to the extent such pay was expended for an absence 
that was later determined to be covered by Short Term 
Disability or Workers' Compensation Benefits by repaying 
the net amount of pay received in the same calendar year. 
If an employee is unable to repay because of hardship, man-
agement may approve the employee's request to take time 
off without pay for subsequent absences which would oth-
erwise qualify for payment of Sick and Personal Pay and are 
within the eligibility schedule set forth in Section 1. 
• 3. Rate of Pay 
The rate of pay applicable to absences covered under 
this article will be current normal straight-time hourly earn-
ings in effect when last at work prior to the absence includ-
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ing night shift bonus for employees \sfbo are regularly sched-
uled on a night-shift. (In cases of pieceworkers, tile normal 
straight-time hourly wage as determined from the last peri-
odic earnings statistics will be used.) 4 
• 4. Maximum Hours 
(a) The maximum Sick and Personal Pay hours payable 
for any one day of approved absence will be the n umber of 
hours in the employee's established regular daily schedule 
for die day of absence not to exceed his total eligibility, 
(b) The maximum hours of Sick and Personal Pay 
payable to an employee in a calendar year will be the max-
imum number of Sick and Personal Pay hours based on the 
employee's continuous service as stated in Section 1. 
In addition, any unused Sick and Persona) Pay up to a 
maximum of 240 hours carried over from the preceding 
calendar year, will be available for payment of approved 
absences. 
When the hours of an employee's established regular 
daily schedule are changed to less than six (6) hours per 
day during die course of a calendar year, die maximum 
Sick and Personal Pay hours payable to such employee 
for that calendar year will be adjusted by determining the 
proportion of the maximum Sick and Personal Pay hours 
used by the employee prior to such change, (based on the 
regular daily schedule of work hours in effect before the 
change) and then reducing by the same proportion the 
employee's revised maximum hours based on tile legular 
daily schedule of work hours in effect after tire change. 
(c) An employee working a regular daily schedule ofnot 
less than six (6) hours shall receive Sick and Personal Pay 
based on his regular daily schedule up to the Maximum 
Hours for which he is eligible under the table in Section 1. 
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• 5. Sick and Personal Pay Atbwarw. 
When an employee is terminated because of a plant clos-
ing or the sale of a business to a successor employer and 
the successor employer does not have a similar sick and/or 
personal pay benefit, the employee will receive an allowance 
in lieu of any unused sick and/or personal hours. Similarly, 
an allowance in lieu of any unused sick and/or personal 
hours will be paid if an employee retires, dies, or breaks 
continuity of service due to layoffor is approved for a leave 
of absence of 12 months or more. Such allowance will be 
paid the earlier of termination or twelve months following 
removal from the active payroll. 
ARTICLE XXVIII 
Upgrading and Job Posting 
B 1. Standard forfilling open jobs and upgrading 
The Company will, to the extent practical, give first con-
sideration for job openings and upgrading to present 
employees, when employees with the necessary' qualifica-
tions are available. In upgrading employees to higher rated 
jobs, the Company will take into consideration as an impor-
tant factor, the relative length of seniority of the employ-
ees who it finds are qualified for such upgrading; provid-
ed, however, that in upgrading employees tojob openings 
with job rates within the one-month progression schedule, 
as provided for in Article VI, Section 6(a) (4) (a) of this 
Agreement, the relative seniority of those employees found 
qualified for such upgrading shall be the controlling factor. 
When filling a job opening by upgrading, a request for 
the open job by an employee in a different, equal rated job 
classification or a higher rated job classification shall be 
treated as though it were a request to be considered for a 
higher rated job classification if the job opening affords the 
I OS 
employee with an immediate or future higher earnings 
opportunity; provided that the employee has not previously 
so transferred during the same calendar year. 
• 2. Local Negotiations 
Because the product mix, organization complexity and 
other circumstances vary in the plant locations covered 
by this agreement and to improve the opportunity for 
upward mobility of all employees represented by the Union 
and to continue to assure an equal opportunity tor such 
employees to express their interests in and be considered 
for upgrading tojob openings without regard to race, color, 
sex, creed, marital status, age or national origin, local man-
agement and the local union shall negotiate a written 
upgrading agreement for each of the locations listed in the 
Preamble. In order to implement the provisions of Section 
1, above, it is the intent of the parties that such agreement 
would provide for advance notice ofjob openings which 
are to be filled by upgrading where practical. Such agree-
ment must be set forth in writing, signed by local manage-
men t and the Local and approved by the Company and the 
Union. Such agreement shall not alter any obligation or 
right not to fill an opening by upgrading nor shall it limit 
any right an employee or the Union may have under Articles 
XVI, XVII or XVIII of this National Agreement to protest 
a selection. 
ARTICLE XXIX 
Management Authority 
The Union and the Locals recognize that subject only 
to the express provisions of this Agreement, the supervi-
sion, management and control of the Company's busi-
ness, operations and plants are exclusively the function of 
the Company. 
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ARTICLE XXX 
Issues of General Application 
This Agreement, the 2003 Settlement Agreement, the 
2003-2007 Wage Agreement, the 2003 Pension and 
Insurance Agreement, the 2003 Savings and Security 
Program Agreement and the 2003 Apparatus Service 
Centers Agreement between the parties are intended to be 
and shall be in hill settlement of all issues which were the 
subject of collective bargaining between the parties in 
national level collective bargaining negotiations in 2003. 
In the absence of mutual agreement, none of such issues 
maybe reopened or otherwise made the subject of collec-
tive bargaining, strike, or lockout during the term of this 
Agreement, as set out in Article XXXIII, except in con-
junction with a proposal for modification of this Agreement 
under the provisions of Article XXXII. 
ARTICLE XXXI 
Effective Date of Agreement 
This Agreement shall become effective as of the 16th day 
of June, 2003, between the Company and the Union act-
ing for itself and on behalf of the UE Locals listed in the 
Preamble hereto, if by the 26th day of June, 2003 (or such 
additional time as may be agreed upon between the 
Company and the Union), such Locals ratify this Agreement 
and cause to be delivered to the Company evidence of rat-
ification, the nature of which has been mutually agreed 
upon. 
If, during the term of this Agreement, either the Union 
or a Local affiliated with it shall hereafter be certified by the 
National Labor Relations Board as the collective bargain-
ing representative of other Company employees, this 
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Agreement shall, as of the date of certification, automati-
cally become effective as to such certified bargaining rep-
resentative and employees represented by it, provided that 
the Union, or Local so certified shall within 30 days there-
after, or within such additional time as may be agreed upon 
between the Company and the Union, ratify this Agreement 
and cause to be delivered to the Company evidence of rat-
ification, the nature of which has been mutually agreed 
upon. 
ARTICLE XXXH 
Modification 
Not more than 90 days and not less than 60 days prior 
to June 17, 2007, and anyjune 17 date thereafter, respec-
tively, either the Company or the Union may present to the 
other notice of proposed modi fi cations or additions to the 
provisions hereof. Within 15 days after such notice is given, 
collective bargaining negotiations shall commence for 
the puipose of considering such modifications or additions. 
Failing agreement thereon byjune 17, 2007, or any sub-
sequent June 17th thereafter, respectively, the Union and 
its UE Locals shall have the right to strike, but the contract 
shall continue in effect as provided in Article XXXIII. 
However, in the event of such strike the Company may, at 
its option, terminate this Agreement upon three days' writ-
ten notice to the Union. 
ARTICLE XXXH1 
Termination 
This Agreement shall, as to the Company, the Union, its 
UE Locals covered by this Agreement and each bargaining 
unit so represented, continue in full force and effect until 
the 17th day of June, 2007, and from year to year diereafter 
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unless not earlier than 90 days nor later than 60 dap prior 
to June 17, 2007, or during a similar period prior to any 
June 17th date thereafter, either the Company or the Union 
shall notify the other in writing of its intention to terminate 
this Agreement effective as of June 17,2007, or any subse-
quent June i 7th. 
ARTICLE XXXIV 
Written Notices 
All notices given under the provisions of Articles XVII, 
XXX, XXXI, XXXII and XXXIII, shall be in writing and 
shall be sufficient if sent by mail addressed, if to the Union 
or a Local, to the United Electrical, Radio and Machine 
Workers of America (UE), 1 Gateway Ctr., Suite 1400,420 
FortDuquesne Blvd., Pittsbvirgh, PA 15222, or to such other 
address the Union shall furnish the Company in writing; 
and if to the Company, to General Electric Company, 
Fairfield, Connecticut 06828, or to such other address the 
Company shall furnish the Union in writing. 
Dated:Juh/18,2003 
UNITED ELECTRICAL., RADIO AND 
MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA (UE) 
John H. Hovis,Jr. PatrickJ. Rafferty 
BruceJ. Klipple Bill DiSantis 
Robert B. Kingsley Lynda Leech 
Stephen Tormey Patrick G. Wojtowicz 
Robert Brown Edward J. Baran 
David R. Dennison Marco Coeur 
Frank X. Fusco Bill Wossum 
David L. Kitchen Chris Townsend 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
John D. Curtin 
Carl H. Rol>erts 
Thomas J. Con way, Jr. 
Kevin J. F. Fitzgerald 
Peter S. Rogowski 
DougiasJ. Baker 
Barbara Beckmann 
Larry Cook 
Daniel F. Gilbert 
Michael j . Gorman 
Paul V. Lalli 
Mark A. Nordstrom 
Virginia D. Proestakes 
Dennis W. Rocheleau 
Allan Q. Rowe 
Jerry Wald 
Jennifer L. Waldo 
Charles E. Welch 
2003-2007 
Wage Agreement 
2003-2007 Wage Agreement 
The Company will provide general wage and salary 
increases as follows: 
0 1. General Increases 
Effective Date Increase 
•, - s •-", '"• , •-. : , . ; • . 
June 16,2003 ' "Three percent (3.0%) applied to rates 
in effect on June 15, 2003. 
June 2If 200*.
 : ;=Two.and.prie hal,npercent'(2.5%) 
applied torates in effect on June 20, 
2004. 
June 20,2005 Two and one half percent (2.5%) 
applied to rates in effect on June 19, 
2005. 
June 19,2006 Three percent (3.0%) applied to "rates 
in effect on June 18, 2006. 
• 2. Cost-of~IJving Adjustments 
(a) Cost-of-Living Adjustments effective on the dates 
shown below in the amount of one cent ($.01) per hour 
for hourly employees (forty cents ($.40) per week for salaried 
employees) for each full nine hundredths of one percent 
(.09%) by which the National Consumer Price Index for 
Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W; Base 
1982-84 = 100), as published by the United States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, increases in the applicable measurement 
period. 
NOTE: The amounts stated for salaried employees titnwghwtfl the Wage Agreement are 
hised en a mimia] workw.-t-k of <H) hours. 
(1) 
Effective Dak ••>•> > Metmrnment Period-
December.! 5, 2003 '. J u n e 2003 through October 2003. 
J u n e 21, 2004 October 2003 through April 2004 ' 
December 20,2004 , October 2003 through . , . 
. October 2004* 
J u n e 20,2005 October 2004 through April 2005 
December 19, 2005 October 2004 through • 
October 2005* 
J u n e 19,2006 \ ' October 2005 through April 2006 ;•;• 
December 18,2006. Oc tobe r2005 th rough , • (= . : 
October2006*. . ,• . . < • . , . . • • 
April 16,2007 October 2006 through ' ' " 
February2007 - - ^ • 
* (While tire measurement period for the Gost-of-Living 
Adjustment effective December includes the entire period 
from October th rough October , the adjustment snail be 
the difference between the full a m o u n t calculated for the 
period and the a m o u n t of the Cost-of-Living Adjustment 
paid effectiveinjune.) ' ' •• •• >\ >., 
(b) No adjustment, retroactive or otherwise, shall 
be made in pay or benefits as a result of any revision which 
later may be made in the published figures for the Index 
for any month on the basis of which the cost-of-living cal-
culation shall have been determined. 
(c) In the event that the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
issues a new or revised Index with either a conversion table, 
(2) 
converted Index, or a conversion procedure by which the 
present formula can be made applicable to any change in 
said Index, the Union and the Company agree to accept 
such conversion method. If no such conversion method 
is provided by the BLS following any revision of the Index, 
the parties will promptly undertake negotiations solely with 
respect to agreeing upon a substitute formula for deter-
mining 3 comparable Cost-of-Living Adjustment, and fail-
ing agreement in such negotiations, the Union and the 
Locals shall, upon giving 10 days' writtm notice, have the 
right to strike solely with respect to such issue. 
• 3. Wage Structure Modification - Effective June, 16, 2003 
Each local plant's hourly daywork, salary, and hourly incen-
tive wage structure step rate values will be increased effec-
tivejune 16, 2003 as follows: 
(a) Daywork Structures 
All step rate values in effect on June 15, 2003, which 
ave higher than $21.030 per hour will be increased incre-
mentally by $.01 per hour for every $. 15 or part thereof 
by which such step rates exceed $21,030 per hour. (At loca-
tions where the R-\8 or local equivalent.straight time hourly' 
rate is lower than $21,030, that rate will be the initial rate 
for an adjustment in step rate values.) 
(3) 
EXAMPLE - HOURLY 
Step Rate Values 
Greater Than 
$21,030 per hour 
$21,180 per hour 
$21.330 per hour 
Equal to or 
Less Than 
$21,180 per hour 
$21,330 per hour 
$21,480 per hour 
Increment 
$.01 per hour 
$.02 per hour 
$.03 per hour 
$25,380 per hour $25,530 per hour $.30 per hour* 
*And continuing in such $.01 increments up to and includ-
ing the highest step rate. 
(b) Incentive Structures 
All incentive step rate values which are not used for the 
pricing or payment of incentive work will be increased an 
incremental amount equal to the increment applied to the 
local plant's daywork job rate equivalent. 
(c) Salary Structures 
All step rate values in effect on June 15, 2003, which 
are higher than $84] .20 per week will be increased by $.40 
per week, for every $6.00 per week by which such step rate 
values exceed $841.20 per week. 
(4) 
EXAMPLE-SALARY. 
Step Rate Values Increment ' 
Equal to or 
Greater Than Less Than 
$841.20 per week $847.20 per week $ .40 per week 
$847.20 per week $853.20 per week $.80 per week 
$853.20 per week • $859.20 per week $1.20 per week 
$1,015.20 per week $1,021.20 per week $12.00 per week* 
*And continuing in such $.40 increments up to and 
including the highest step rate. 
• 4. The wage and salary increases described in 1,2, and 
3 above shall constitute the amount by which: 
(a) Each hourly daywork i-ate or weekly salary rate 
shall be increased on the effective date specified in the 
amount and manner described.* ' ^ 
(b) The earnings of incentive employees (excluding 
nightshift differential), computed in accordance widi the 
local plant's formulas and procedures and applicable to 
such incentive work at the time of its performance, shall be 
increased.* For this purpose, 
(i) The percentage general increase will be applied 
as follows: 
•Employees hirerl on progression after August 5, 1991. under the provisions of Article Vt, 
Section (j(a), will ha\e their paidpiugression rates adjnsied to maintain [lie same percentage of 
the newjob rate. 
(5) 
., • Where the local plant's existing formula contains 
, both a percentage factor and a cents-per-hour 
adder, each will be,increased by the percentage 
general increases. 
• Where the local plant's existing formula contains 
only a cents-per-hoiir adder (n'o percentage factor) 
the existing Piecework Base Rate and the cents-per-
hour adder each will be increased by the percent-
age general increases. , 
(ii) The Cost-of-Living Adjustments will be incorpo-
rated in the existing payroll adder in the same formula. 
• 5. The pay increases herein provided shall be'applica-
ble to all employees (both hourly paid and salaried) in bar-
gaining units certified to the UE or its affiliate UE Locals as 
of June 15, 2003, which, as of that date, are listed in the 
Preamble of the 2003-2007 GE-UE National Agreement. 
Employees in any bargaining unit for whom the UE or 
any of its Locals shall be certified1 as the collective bargain-
ing representative after the effective date of this Agreement 
shall receive pay increases provided for by Sections ] , 2, 3 
and 4 of this Wage Agreement but only insofar as such 
increases shall, by terms of said sections, become effective 
after the'date of such certification. : ' ' '" ' : ' • ' 
The Provisions of the Wage Agreement shall continue 
in full force and effect between the parties hereto, to and 
includingJune 17, 2007/. ' " 
(6) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused their 
names to be subscribed to this Agreement by their duly 
authorized representatives this 18th day of July, 2003. 
UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE 
WORKERS OF AMERICA (UE) 
John H. Hovis.Jr, 
Bruce J. Kiipple 
Robert B. Kingsley 
Stephen Tormey 
Robert Brown 
David R. Dennison 
Frank. X. Fusco 
David L. Kitchen 
Patrick J. Rafferty 
Bill DiSantis 
Lynda Leech 
Patrick G. Wojtowic^ 
Edward J, Baran 
Marco Coeur 
Bill Wossum 
Chris Townsend 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
John D, Curtin 
Carl H. Roberts 
Thomas J. Conway,Jr, 
Kevin J. F. Fitzgerald 
Peter S.Rogowski 
DouglasJ. Baker 
Barbara Beckmanti 
Larry Cook 
Daniel F. Gilbert 
Michael J. Gorman 
PaulV.Lalli 
Mark A. Nordstrom 
Virginia D. Proestakes 
Dennis W. Rocheleau 
Allan O. Rowe 
Jerry Wald 
Jennifer L. Waldo 
Charles E. Welch 
(7) 
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